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Breedingof Yellow Wagtail
by Per Anders Bertilsson
First

in

Arabia

for contributors to the Atlas of the Breeding Birds of Arabia

summer and winter. The black-headed yellow wagtail is the
subspecies known to breed in the Middle East, with the scattered
populations in Jordan and Iraq being the closest breeding grounds
to

Saudi Arabia.

The yellow wagtail Motacilla flava is a common spring and
autumn migrant throughout Arabia. It passes through central
Saudi Arabia generally from March to May and again from
August to November. The commonest races recognised include

During

beema, feldegg, flava, lutea and thunbergi.

turned out to be

my

Danone Dairy farm
yellow wagtails

In

spring the

(considered by

black-headed yellow wagtail

some

By

f

and thunbergi following

in

in

April, flocks of more than a hundred birds

are regularly recorded in cultivated areas. During the

peak passage,

feldegg

I

was

just east of A1

Kharg (NB25). On what
saw black-headed

my last visit on 6 July 200
in

1

,

I

circumstances clearly indicating breeding

at

the farm.

as a separate species) is often the first

subspecies to occur with bema, flava,
greater numbers.

M.

1998-2001,

stay in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

fortunate to be granted access for bird-watching to the A1 Safi-

autumn

October, numbers are higher with flocks

exceeding 500 birds.

Occasionally they are recorded during

The A1 Safi-Danone Dairy farm is huge, covering an area of 35
km : some 100 km SE of Riyadh. At the farm there are several
central pivot irrigated fields, where various fodder crops are
grown and a number of manmade ponds provide suitable feeding
and nesting habitats for various bird species which would appear
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There is water in most
he suitable for breeding wagtails.
ponds and water is also led by dykes to supply other areas of the
farm. At the edge of one field adjacent to three ponds I observed
The birds
seven or eight black-headed yellow wagtails.
appeared to be in a loose group, restricted to one field. Much to
my surprise, I discovered that the group contained what appeared
to be three recently fledged juveniles, which were being
to

The way

which these juveniles
pursued adults and their begging behaviour convinced me that
they had been hatched on the farm only a couple of weeks earlier.
During the same day I found more black-headed yellow wagtails
in the same part of the farm, making a total of 22 present.
repeatedly fed by adults.

in

The region surrounding Riyadh and A1 Kharg
Arabia

in central

a fast developing agricultural area, with a great

is

that breeding occurs in

some

summer in central Arabia

years.

am grateful to the Public Relation
Acknowledgement:
I
Department of the A1 Safi-Danone Farm for allowing me to study
the bird

life in this

Despite nearing a land-mark stage with the publication of the
Atlas the

ABBA project will continue to collect and share data on

Arabian breeding

birds. Therefore observers all around Arabia
should continue to send in breeding bird data - but do not forget

to

copy

to

it

your local recorder

(See page

if there is one.

5).

Saudi

1

and

species outside of the breeding season.

number

of farms and an abundance of water. My observations in 9982001 suggests that black-headed yellow wagtails were present in
varying but significant numbers during

mass of data he has collected on the species. His article at
pages 24-28 concentrates on the communal behaviour of the

the

Exotics breeding in Arabian Cities
Exotics species, mostly from the Indian sub-continent and a few

from Africa, now make up about 10% of all the breeding birds
of Arabia. Locally, for example in southern Arabian Gulf cities,
such as Dubai and Abu Dhabi (DU and AU on table below) and

number indigenous breeding

they greatly out

must be

interesting environment.

many Arabian

said, not

So are exotics

habitat in cities.

Per Anders Bertilsson, Klagerupsvagen 331.S-21238 Malmo,

Sweden (Email: pabe@sydnet.net).
The UAH Twite hers Guide (for the week ending
6 June 2003) included a note that on 30 May 2003 in the marshes
between the Wimpey Pits and the pivot fields in Dubai (VA27),
David Sheldon observed a male feldegg yellow wagtail which

numbers of cage

showed signs ofbreeding behaviour, by being very agitated at his
approach and flying over his head for two minutes, alarm calling

alien species.

all the time.

just taking

up vacant urban

with some alarm but there does not seem to be

being done by the authorities to
Editors Note:

it

Whatever, many ornithologists will regard these

habitat niches?
statistics

birds although,

indigenous species find suitable

restrict the

much

importation of huge

birds or to study the potential threat exotic

species pose to existing Arabian birds, public health or as pests

To date there do not appear to have been any
among Arabian species from the competition with the

to agriculture.

casualties

Apart from the health and hygiene worries in

numbers of house crows in Aden (AY) there
have been no health issues raised with exotics but the pest threat
from some species to agriculture would appear to be
respect of the large

considerable.

ABBA

progress in 2003

was in Riyadh in March and April 2003 and met with Dr
1
and
Abdulaziz Abuzinada, Secretary General of the
Fareed Knapp the Editor of Fauna of Arabia to discuss the
progress of the ABBA project towards publication of the ‘final

NCWCD

1

atlas.

The

outline plan

is

to

complete the

first

draft

of

all

the

2004 and to complete the
introductory chapters, appendices and the second draft of the
This timescale would
species accounts by the end of 2004.
allow for publication of the atlas in late 2005 or 2006 as a
complete volume of the Fauna. There would be a separate
commercial volume. There would be scope to include new data
in the text probably into 2005. One important improvement on
layout will mean that there will be more flexibility in the length
species accounts during 2003 or early

of individual species accounts. Rather than one species for each

opening as previously planned species accounts will be variable,
which makes it easier, for example, to have longer accounts for
important species like endemics and shorter ones for, say,
exotics.

th

Phoenix there is yet another new Arabian
announced; black-headed yellow wagtail
Motacilla fiava feldegg, and a couple more breeding exotics
drawn attention to, although both have been present for a decade
In this

20

breeding

or more.

issue of

bird

Howard King on Bahrain has now

spent

many

hundreds of hours over several years observing the Socotra
cormorant Phalacrocorax nigrogularis breeding colony on the

Hawar

islands and

I

am

very pleased to have in this issue part of

Streaked weaver Ploceus munyar has been recorded as an escape
seven major towns

in

several sites, although

Arabia.
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it is

in at least

Gulf region and has probably bred
not yet been able to gain a permanent foothold

the Arabian

at
in

huge flock of

Part of a

mynah Acridotheres tristis on

common
irrigated

Sun Farms, Sohar (WB25),
Oman, November 2001. Common
mynahs are one of the most
widespread and successful exotics in

fields at

I

Arabia. (Photo: Jens Eriksen)

The

scaly breasted

punctulata

a

is

munia Lonchura

popular cage bird.

This was one of four present

at

Al

Qurm

Park (near Muscat), Oman,
from September 1999 until at least

April 2003.

CAE,

the

It

has also been seen

Riyadh

and

(Photo: Jens Eriksen)

.

T

in

Jeddah.

his picture

and the one above are taken from
the

new Oman Bird

with

the

List 6 lh Edition

kind permission of the

authors. (See page

2).

Aerial view of Sabkha al-Fasl (PA31),

Eastern Province, Saudi Arabia, a

permanent

wetland
sewage effluent
from Jubail al Sinaiyah. Core Area I
(right, foreground). Core Area 2
(right, rear) and Drainage Zone. A
causeway separates Core Areas from
originating

artificial

from

the Drainage Zone. (See page 12).
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In the following paragraphs an analysis is

birds in or near each of 12

The term

the capitals.

any species of

new

provided of the exotic

cities in Arabia,

including

‘exotic’ is loosely interpreted to

non-Arabian origin, which

likely

Some

areas.

major

is

all

mean

colonising

will not agree that the grey francolin, white-

cheeked bulbul and house crow are exotics but they have all
certainly been introduced (or have expanded their range with the
help of man) outside of their 'natural’ range in eastern Arabia.
On the other hand others might argue that the natural range of
these species

is itself

There

to Arabia.

is

the result of an older historical introduction

another large group of species, such as the

Eurasian collared dove Streptopelia decaocto

,

are not

that

included because they reached Arabia naturally through a

dynamic range extension.

The

list is

not at

all

complete, there

are several breeding exotics like the Egpytian goose

Alopochen

aegyptiacus and s\nksa Accipiter badius that also occur in Arabia
naturally in one region but have been introduced elsewhere. In

much more widely. There are
20 exotics regularly reported, especially
ornamental wildfowl and cagebirds, which have not yet bred and
a few years they might be found
at

another

least

these are ignored in this report.

Exotics

in

Arabian Cities
City (North to South)

KDMDDRAMJ SSA
KSBQUSUOSOYY

Species
Grey

francolin Francolinus

Private collections of exotic animals and birds and family pets

have long been a feature of almost all societies. In Arabia for
example there is evidence of ostriches Struthio camelus being
imported for private collections before they were extinct in the
wild. In Yemen a specimen of the lesser masked weaver was
collected as long ago as 1900, probably an escapee as was the
African mannikin finches was collected in the 1 930s. However
large numbers of exotics are a relatively new phenomenon in
Arabia. They were not really getting noticed until about the
1 980s.
Eastern Arabia, especially the UAE, leads in terms of the
number of exotics breeding. This is probably due to its closeness
to the Indian region, large numbers of migrant workers, relatively
free trading status and, reputedly, lax animal trading laws which
allows large number of cage birds to be imported the short
distance from the subcontinent. Generally smaller numbers of
exotics in Oman, particularly Muscat (MO) the neareast major
seaport to India, must be due to tighter controls of the pet trade.
However the large scale importation of exotic birds and animals
for the pet trade is a feature of all Gulf states.
There is not
appear to be the same level of trade contact between Saudi
Arabia and the Indian region which probably accounts for slightly
less species in Riyadh (RS) and Jeddah (JS), although Dharan
(DS), a seaport on the Gulf coast, has more species than Doha
(DQ) Kuwait (KK). In Yemen where there is the least contact
with the Indian region especially inland at Sana’a (SY), a low
level of migrant labour and a less lucrative pet trade, there is a
very limited number of exotics.

pondicerianus

o

Alexandrine parakeet Psittacula

o o

The

eupatria

Rose-ringed parakeet Psittacula

and at Jizan, and other species such as the grey francolin are
expanding so fast into southern Oman they might well end up in

ik-k

krameri

Yemen one day. The previous species, now well established in
Manama Bahrain (MB), has also appeared on the Saudi Arabian
side near Qatif and Jubail and may well move up the coast of the

White-cheeked bulbul Pycnonotus
leucogenys
Red-vented bulbul Pycnonotus cater

-A-

O

o

o o o

Red-whiskered bulbul Pycnonotus

ft

Eastern Province and get to Kuwait.

o

jocosus

by birdFor most of these species there is hardly any good
breeding data available from Arabia. Presumably observers think
that they are not worth spending any time on but several of these
species are destined to be the most numerous birds in urban and
It

o

House crow Corvus splendens

O

Brahminy mynah Stumus pagodarum

ft

rk'k'k'k'k-k'k'kirft

tristis

is

a curious thing that exotics are generally ignored

watchers.

Common mynah

Acridotheres

Yemen may change as a number of species, such
common mynah, are right on its borders at Salalah (SO)

situation in

as the

o

All data on numbers,
and other aspects of biology and
any new arrivals are eagerly sought by the ABBA project. There
is no up to date information on the status of exotics in the major
cities of Taif, Tabuk, Jizan and any data from these cities would

suburban Arabia,
Bank mynah Acridotheres ginginianus
Pied

mynah Stumus

contra

Baya weaver Ploceus

philippinus

Streaked weaver Ploceus manyar

if they are

not already.

distribution, habitat, breeding

o

o o o

o

o o

be valued.

Many thanks to Abdullah al Suhaibany, Graham Lobley and
Kurt Johansson (Saudi Arabia), Jamie Buchan (Qatar), Howard
King (Bahrain), George Gregory (Kuwait), Colin Richardson and

Lesser masked weaver Ploceus
intermedius

Golden-backed weaver Ploceus
jacksoni

Simon Aspinall (UAE) David Stanton (Yemen) and Jens Eriksen,
Dave Sargeant and Ian Brown (Oman) for up to date information

Madagascan fody Foudia

on

exotics.

madagascariensis

Avadavat Amandava amandava

O

o

Recent Reports
Scaly-breasted munia Lonchura
punctulata

o

The following

are a selection

of some

interesting,

unexpected or

unusual records of Arabian breeding birds (or potential breeders)
= Breeds or has bred

received during the last year.

noted otherwise. Not
= Other records since 2000

o

=

No

records since 2000

some may not

Records are from 2003 unless

these records have been verified and

been accepted by local recorders. Note
Kuwait are the subject of a separate article,

yet have

that recent reports for
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all

)

.

see page 2

Red-vented bulbul Pycnonotus cafer One Saiq plateau (XB23)
2 July 02 (Oman Birder)

1

1

Black-necked grebe Podiceps nigricollis Breeding in Oman for
the first time at Sur (ZB22), unfledged young in October (Rolf
Uhlig).

437 going

Jouanin's petrel Bulweria fallax

(UB10),

1

Aug 02 (Oman

east,

Ras

White-cheeked bulbul Pycnonotus leucogenys Present Halul
island, Qatar (SA28) 29 Oct 01. (Unpublished report on Halul
Island by A Hooper 2001 ).

Janjari

rock thrush

Little

Birder).

Monticola rufocinerea

Singles at

Ayn

(UA1 1)17 October, Dawkah (UA14) 19 Oct and Qitbit
(UA15) 20 Oct (Oman birder). Where on earth were they
coming from or going to?
Rasat

Red-billed tropicbird Phaethon aethereus Six to eight seen
cliffs

at

Halul island, Qatar (SA28) 29 Oct 01 in circumstances

suggesting breeding (Unpublished report on Halul Island by

Andrew Hooper, 2001 ).

Graceful warbler

Prinia gracilis

Amabia near Riyadh (NB25,

MB26)

First records for central
in

January

and February

Captive
Socotra cormorant Phalacrocorax nigroguiaris
breeding took place at Dubai Zoo in December 1999. Three

2001 (Pers-Anders Bertilsson).

chicks were successfully raised and

Common mynah Acridotheres tristis Large numbers seen in the
UAE and Oman this autumn, 500 Hamraniya (VB28) and 600

left the nest from 27 Dec, at
which time there were also three other nests containing chicks

and eggs (Richardson, 2003. Emirates Bird Report

No

roosts'

Yellow bittern Ixobrychus sinensis FouratKhorTaqah (UA1
including one, presumed juvenile, food begging
July 02. Two
birds there also on 28 July 02 (Oman Birder ).
1

1

(VA27) August, 560 at one ‘of the smaller Abu Dhabi
(UA25) and 2500 at Sohar (WB25 in September (UAE

Safa Park

20).

)

Twitchers Guide I Oman Birder

1

Bank mynah

Acridotheres ginginianus

Bureimi (VB25),

Ixobrychus minutes

bittern

Little

observations and activities

breeding

(Oman

May

to

At al Ansab (YA24)
August
suggest local

Birder)

Cattle egret Bubutcus ibis

Farm Sohar (WB25)

in

Built nests

2002 but

house crows Corvus splendens
Goliath heron Ardea goliath

(

and

laid

eggs

at

Oman May (Oman

Two

colonies at

Birder).

Corvus splendens 40-50 Halul island Qatar
House crow
(SA28) 29 Oct 01. (Unpublished report on Halul Island by A
Hooper 2001).

Sun

nest apparently destroyed

Oman

).

by

Birder).

Two late reports of nests from the

Farasan island, eggs in Dec 1995

(HB 10) and nestlings February

1996 (IA 10) (Paul Fisher).
ShikraAccipiter badius One Montassar(UB15) 13 October and
another nearby

at Qitbit

(UA1 5) 20 October (Oman Birder).

Purple gallinule Porphyrio porphyrio Several observations of
at Wimpey pits (VA27) Dubai (UAE Twitchers

an individual
Guide).

Grey francolin Francolinus pondicerianus
sand dunes near Jubail

First

seen

in

(PB30) 18
September (Brian Meadows). This species continues its march
northwards - next stop Kuwait?
coastal

industrial

city

Spur-winged plover Hoplopterus spinosus Up to 75 seen at a
Kharg (NB25) Saudi Arabia including chicks
in July 2000 (Per-Anders Bertilsson). One at Dhahran (QA29) 2
November 2003 (Graham Lobley) was probably only the third
dairy farm near Al

record in the Eastern Province.

Roseate tern Sterna dougallii Two Abb Island (YA1
(

7)

1

9 June

Oman Birder).

Didric cuckoo Chrysococcyx caprius

Two

juveniles being fed by RDppell’s

weavers Ploceus galhula, Wadi Darbat (UA1

1)

22 Oct 02

(Oman

Birder)

Common

noddy Anous stolidus Two Abb island (YA17)
Oman 19 June - a pair once bred on the island in 1991 (Oman
Birder

(UAE

).

Also the

first

record for

UAE at Dibba WA28) 3
(

1

July

Ornithological Recorders in Arabia

Twitchers Guide).

Sharing your bird observations with others enables them to see
Thick-billed lark Ramphocoris clotbey Nest with four eggs on

the

29 March 2001 near Salmi (MB35) Kuwait (Sandgrouse 24) first
confirmed breeding in Arabia - all previous breeding evidence

information you have collected furthers knowledge of Arabian
birds, their habitats,

has referred to nest building, song

some

etc.

same birds or

find the

good bird

needs and

sites

and ensures

conservation.

that the

Unfortunately

individuals are too busy observing birds that they never
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.

:

.

quite get round to reporting their records and others, perhaps

groupings

only visiting Arabia for a short period, think that their records are

south west Arabia richardi of the Palearctic, rufulus of the

of no value. Holding on to records to publish yourself is

Oriental Region and novaeseelandiae of Australasia.

long as

it

gets done.

fine so

Sadly several observers with very important

include the polytypic

cinnamomeus of Africa and
Shifting

opinions have variously given specific status to the groups and

data have never got round to publishing or sharing their records

individual

and in a few cases their data has died with them.
In the past
sometimes laziness was to blame, but this can hardly be an
excuse today as by just pressing a few computer buttons, years of
data can be sent to the world in a few seconds.

representatives of cinnamomeus in south west Arabia sufficiently

who are not intending

Active birders and ornithologists in Arabia

encouraged to pass on or share their data
promptly with those who want that information, whether it be for
the national bird archives, a internet magazine or a specific

taxa within groups.

Clancey (1986) found the

name them A. c. eximus. A combination of rarity,
taxonomy, field characteristics that are not readily
referred to published sources, may have resulted in a reluctance
of some observers to report this species. Or maybe it is just very
rare? Whatever more records are urgently needed.
distinct to

shifting

to publish separately are

project such as

ABBA.

those in Arabia

who would

one contact
all initially.

is

Listed

below

are the email addresses of

Where more than

collect bird data.

given for a country

it

is

suggested data

- 3000 m.
on its habitat or breeding
biology from Arabia. The accompanying map shows records to
In Arabia

it

a highland species found from 700

is

Virtually nothing has been reported

date.

copied to

is

Replies will soon provide necessary advice.

Reference:

•

Clancey, P

A

1986.

Subspeciation in the pipit

Anthus cinnamomeus Ruppell of the Afrotropics, Gerfaut 76:
Bahrain: Bahrain Natural History Society, Recorder, Howard

187-211.

King, (Email: howardk@batelco.com.bh).

BMAPT,

Kuwait:

George

Recorder,

Gregory,

(Email:

ggoldie5l@hotmail.com); KORC, Charles Pilcher
charles@hsc. kuniv. edit. kw).

Oman:

Oman

Sargeant,

(Email: akalat@omantel.net.om);

(Email:

Dave

Bird Records Committee, Recorder,

without delay are published in the daily

Records received

Oman

Birder email

newsletter.

Qatar:
Qatar Natural History Society, Recorder,
O'Donoghue, (Email: avrilbird90@hotmail.com).

Avril

Saudi Arabia: Saudi Arabian Natural History Society, Jeddah
Ornithological Group, Co-ordinator

email address unknown), there

is

Rod Flemming

(current

also a Riyadh Natural History

Society but the current Bird Representative

is

not known.

United Arabia Emirates: Emirates Bird Records Committee,
Recorder, Colin Richardson, (Email: colinr@emirates.net.ae)\
records received promptly are published in the weekly email

Tw it c he r s

newsletter

Guide

(Email

,

hudhudlO@emirates.net.ae)

Yemen and Socotra: Yemen Ornithological Society, Chairman
and Recorder, David Stanton, (Email: yos@y.net.ye); Yemen
Society for the Protection of Wildlife, Chairman Omar A1
Sagheir, (Email: omarbio@y.net.ye)

Breeding Birds: Send

ABBA,

breeding bird information to

all

Co-ordinator,

Mike

Jennings

(Email:

Arabian. birds@dial.pipex. com).

Possible, probable

cinnamomeus

Trip Reports (from anywhere

OSME

in

Arabia):

Send these

website (http://www.osme.org) so that others can

use of them - and get ideas

at that site for

your next

to the

(a

of the

The Phoenix,

a very rare bird

The phoenix is a bird of mythology with a
Arabia. It was described by Pliny to be the

the least recorded breeding birds in Arabia
‘

What?'

I

can hear you

as Richards Pipit

all

saying!

is

Anthus

only one individual alive

It

will be

years before dying on

The
China and

A. novaeseelandiae.

Richards pipit superspecies extends from Africa to

New

novaeseelandiae

superspecies).

Zealand and within the superspecies large

regional

its

phoenix grew from a

The phoenix logo
Brockie.
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at

special connection to

size of an eagle, with
and crested head. There was
any time and it lived for a thousand

gold neck, purple body, azure

cinnamomeus.
more familiar

Arabia of Anthus

make

trip.

Arabia’s Rare Pipit
One of

in

Richards pipit A.

and confirmed breeding records

member

tail

blazing nest of aromatic herbs.

worm spawned

for this newsletter

in the

The new

ashes of the nest.

was drawn by Keith

Journals, Reports and Other Publications

Tribulus

The following notes list some of the papers concerning birds and
other wildlife which have appeared in the various Arabian natural

known

history society newsletters and in other reports etc., in recent

and desert wheatear. Winter observations

months. Space does not permit the full citation of each article but
further information can be obtained from the various societies

about a quarter of all desert wheatears are being followed around

and organisations shown. Note that in addition to the main papers
listed most periodicals also include regular features such as

Vol

12.1

Spring/Summer 2002 One

bird article

on

the well

but poorly studied association between the desert warbler
in the

UAE show that

by a desert warbler. The benefit of this association to the warbler
is clear in that it can feed more effectively if it can dispense with
being on the lookout for potential predators all the time - leaving
such duties to the wheatear. However no discemable benefit was

recent reports, brief notes etc.

noticed for the wheatear which plays a benign role in the

No 20

Emirates Bird Report

Vol 13.1 Spring/Summer 2003 Includes a single
in Abu Dhabi, based on a
Fish represented in bone debris
study on Marawah island.
collected at an osprey feeding post were predominately (over
90%) the non commercial tripod fish Triacanthus biacleatus.
association.

paper on birds, the diet of the osprey

Compiled and edited by Colin Richardson,

EBR

Records Committee, 2003.

19,

Emirates Birds

published details of bird

UAE for 1994. It appeared six years ago
and fans of this respected national report of the Emirates Bird
Records Committee were beginning to think it would never be
seen again. But it was back with a resounding Thud’ as all 324
observations from the

Available from Emirates Natural History
ISSN 1019-6019.
Group (Abu Dhabi), P O Box 23980, Abu Dhabi, UAE.

pages came through the letterbox. This issue primarily covers the
years 1995-2000 but with notes of

Much of

work of

the

issue

this

some species up
is

again

down

to

2003.

to

Colin

Richardson, notably for the records behind the 254 pages of
systematic

for each year

which provides records
embellished with numerous

for the years 1995-2000,

list

The

by season.

text is

graphs, tables and histograms dealing with population changes,
dates of occurrence, local counts etc. Appendices to the

schedule Category

B

main

list

species (those that probably occurred in a

Fauna of Arabia
Has 20 papers in all (411 pages), 13 on
four on fish, one on reptiles and two
concerning mammals. Invertebrates articles cover the amazing
nudibranchs of the Red Sea (lots of colour plates), a new
freshwater crab from Socotra, and three papers on beetles.
Vol 18 (2001)
invertebrates,

plus

Vertebrate papers cover coral reef fish and

new

fish

recorded

a review of turtle nesting

wild state but for which the possibility of escape or introduction

from the Arabian Gulf.

cannot be ruled out), introduced breeders, other escapes and birds

studies in Saudi Arabia,

in private collections, records not yet accepted, rejected records

Farasan islands and

and a table of sightings by month 1995-2000. The latter is a
very good quick guide to what occurs in each month and
commonality. There is a separate listing of records from Oman
enclaves accessible from the UAE
Other important analyses

Oman. Vol 19 (2002) This 520 page issues includes 20 papers
in all. The major paper, 231 pages, is an annotated checklist of
the 788 polychaete species (marine annelid worms) recorded

.

and reports in this issue are the Asian Waterfowl census and
wetland surveys 1996-97, and reports of rare birds in the UAE
during 1995-2003.

common noddy

first

time in the

and Dunn’s

lark

UAE,

including shikra,

of relevance to

together 13 authors have contributed to this issue.
or

on nine

Individual papers are presented

species recorded for the

more colour photos.

This book

those birding in or visiting the

UAE,

is

highly

ABBA.

All

includes 20

It

recommended

indeed anywhere

in

is

likely to be seen.

324 pages

A5

card covers. Price £15 (includes postage)
Published by and available from Emirates
Birds Records Committee PO Box 50394, Dubai, United Arab
,

is

the ecology of cetaceans around the

additions to the bats and rodent fauna of

from the seas surrounding the Arabian peninsula. Some 20% of
them are endemic to the area of these seas. There is an extensive
bibliography of the subject. Other papers concern molluscs (1),
crustaceans (2) arachnids (5) insects (7) fish (1), reptiles (1, a
new lacertid for the Socotra archipelago) and mammals ( ). The
1

majority of the papers relate directly to Socotra.
plates

and

line

drawings

in

Many

colour

both volumes.

to

eastern

Arabia, as a comprehensive guide to recent records and what

There

size,

3-7234-0018-3.
Published by NCWCD and Pro
Entomologia c/o Nat Hist Mus, Basle Switzerland. Distributed
by Karger Libri AG, Petersgraben 31, C11-4009 Basle.

ISSN

Zoology in the Middle East

or Dhs 70 in UAE.
Emirates.

Details

from

Colin

Richardson

(Email:

co!inR@emirates. net. ae)

Three volumes have appeared since the issues of Phoenix

1

known

Kuwait Bird Monitoring and Protection
(BMAPT) /KEPS Annual Report 2002

Team

in

1

Arabian biological circles for over half a century. He

had a very wide range of interests (he has contributed to ABBA
over many years) but is perhaps best remembered as a

Middle East, who has had a
This issue has one
paper directly relating to Arabia, concerning the distribution and
diet of Blandford’s fox Vulpes cana in the UAE. There is very
interesting historical article on the exploration of the Red Sea
th
basin by the 19
century German biologists Ehrenberg and
Hemprich (working together) and Riippell who between them did
much for the study of the marine biology in the region and also
collected many birds and animals from Arabia for the first time.
Vol 28 The most interesting paper is perhaps on the status of
herpetologist, specialising in the
prolific output

The Kuwait

2002 includes summaries of
2002, a comment on the
need for continued bird monitoring and protection in Kuwait, a
review of all Kuwait birds by species and a recent bibliography.
bird

report

for

observations and discoveries during

52 pages. Available from Khalid al Nasrallah

BMAPT, P

O

Box

1896,

khalid@kuwaitbirds. com).

Safat,

13019,

,

Chairman

Kuwait.

(Email:

18.

Vol 27 Contains 13 papers and three short notes and includes an
obituary for John Gasperetti ( 920-200 ) who has been very well
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on

the reptiles of Arabia.

the Mediterranean

There

is

monk

another paper on

Turkey

seal in

mammals

(it

is

hanging on).

just

Arabic Guide

to

Birdwatching in

Oman

(Geoffrey's Bat. in Turkey),

Oman

H&

four papers on reptiles and amphibians, five on invertebrates and

The Arabic

Vol 29 There are papers on the fish fauna of
the Arabian Gulf and Red Sea but unfortunately nothing on
Arabian birds. Other papers deal with forest dormouse, sawscaled viper and spur-thighed tortoise. There are nine papers on

J

invertebrates.

also have available their very popular full colour bird calendar for

two

short notes. In

& D Sargeant was

published in 2003

of the original English version which appeared

The

price

also

still

2004

ISSN 0939-7 NO. Three

edition of the Birdwatching Guide to

Eriksen and P

is

RO

available at

RO 3

at

10, (£16,

(£5,

RO

US$

in

-

by

see details

Phoenix 18:10.

US$25, €23). The English version is
12, (£20, US$30, €26). The Eriksens

8, €7).

issues are published each year (min 120

pages A5). Available from Kasparek Verlag Miinchhofstr. 16.
69120 Heidelberg, Germany. (Email: Kasparek@t-online.de).
,

All prices include airmail postage to anywhere in the world,
direct from Jens Eriksen (Email: hjoman@omantel.net.om).

New Books
Phoenix aims

to provide details

of all new publications which are

relevant to the study of birds and wildlife in Arabia or to the

Arabian/Middle Eastern environment generally. Most

titles

good book shops in Arabia, Europe
and North America. Others are on restricted distribution or
privately published and readers wishing to obtain copies should
mentioned are available

in

contact the author, publisher or distributor mentioned.

ISBN

When

ISSN
number if given. The prices shown against the following titles are
ordering through a library or agent quote the

published

prices

but

may

include

Recommendations made about books

post

and

or

packaging.

on the standard
of treatment of the subject, format and quality of preparation. A
recommendation does not necessarily mean good value for
money. Readers are asked to provide details of other new,
relevant titles not mentioned in this survey.
are based

Oman

Bird List - 6"' Edition by Jens Eriksen, Dave
Sargeant and Reginald Victor (2003)

This sixth issue of the official

Oman bird

list

appears three years

most iterative publications it includes
major improvements. Those who saw the first edition will recall
it as a simple duplicated typescript and it has got bigger and
better ever since.
Compared to the fifth issue this new one has
lots of coloured photos (about 170, all by Hanne and Jens
Eriksen) making it very attractive as well as an indispensable
The histograms showing the
reference to all Oman’s birds.
number of records each month are now also in colour. There are
now 482 bird species accepted for Oman (to 15 October 2003)
excluding those extinct or considered to be escapes, which are
The text of the species
dealt with as a separate appendices.
accounts is more or less in the same format as in the previous
after the fifth edition. Like

edition, with breeding

maps

in atlas style for appropriate species

and occurrence histograms mainly

for the migrants.
Regions
where each species occurs are shown and for the well recorded
species there is a synopsis of occurrence and for the rare species

the actual records are detailed

.

Introductory paragraphs are

and confined to explaining the conventions used in the the
species accounts and bird recording procedures in Oman. There
short

is

a gazetteer and index at the end.

tool for

anyone birding

in or visiting

This book

is

a ‘must have’

Oman.

Red-whiskered bulbul Pycnonotus jocosus has bred in two UAE
been recorded in four others in the Arabian Gulf. (See page 2).

and

cities

Arthropod Public Health Pests in the Emirates: How
to recognise them how to control them by J Balfour
,

(2003)
This book should not be shown to anyone thinking of visiting the

UAE or nearby in Arabia - unless you really do not want them to
come!

But for those

desert,

is

is

it

who

and camp in the
on avoiding all kinds of

live there or visit

a very useful guide

unpleasantness with creepy crawlies. Arthropods incidentally

is

the broad grouping of animals(phylum) that includes the insects,
spiders, centipedes, scorpions

and

ticks.

The book

is

mainly

written as a public health guide for the Emirates resident but

equally valid for
to

much of eastern

Arabia.

It is

it is

broadly arranged

cover blood sucking pests, hygiene pests and venomous

arthropods.

It

cockroaches,

goes through each group pest by pest, mosquitoes,

fleas,

bed bugs, sand

flies,

wasps, ants they are

all

Mind you don’t sit on one of those tropical fire ants that
now an exotic in Dubai. For each group there are paragraphs

there.

Published by the Centre for Environmental Studies and Research.
Sultan Qaboos University in collaboration with the

Oman

Bird

Card covers. 176 pages (160 x 230 mm).
Price £9.95 (plus postage) from OSME or Ian Harrison. ELCD,
Ministry of Education. P O Box 3, Muscat 113, Sultanate of
Oman. (Email:
ianmair@omantel.net.om ).
Price includes
postage when ordered from Oman.
Records Committee.

are

providing details on the distribution and habitat of the animal and
aspects of reproduction, behaviour, public health significance

and

its

control that need to be understood.

The

text

is

embellished with a good set of photos probably a couple to every
page, and separate notes on a range of related subjects on

arthropods in the

UAE.

In effect a collection

of the anecdotes of

a chief public health inspector, these include notes on the last
Phoenix 20
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Dubai malaria outbreak (1988), how to remove ticks safely and
handy tips around the house and garden to avoid getting on the
wrong side of an angry pair of jaws or sting.
Published by Zodiac Publishing Dubai, 240 x 170 mm, card
covers, 103 pages. Price not known. ISBN 1-904566-10-3

The Darkling

beetles

Martin Lillig and

of the Sinai Peninsula by

Tomas

Pavli (2003).

Anyone who has ever spent any time

in the desert

could not

escape noticing that wherever you go and no matter how, hot,

and free of vegetation the spot, there is always a beetle to
keep you company, odd looking and long legged things that
shuffle into view whenever you sit in the shade. The darkling
beetles (Tenebrionidae) are desert adapted and extremely
numerous in number and species. This booklet (a supplement of
arid

Middle East presents
to occur in the Sinai
peninsula and includes many that occur in the Arabian Peninsula.

the

well

respected

Zoology’

in

information on some 121 species

There

is

the

known

an introduction to Sinai with a description of the

peninsula,

and paleo-environment. The species
its position at the cross roads area of

climate

its

diversity in Sinai reflects

elevation where found if relevant. For 550 species there

map

how their particular interests fit into the UAE environment.
will also be a valuable reference to anyone who is

The list provides data on each species,
synonyms, where found, wider general distribution if not
endemic and relevant comments of source material, taxonomy
and ecology, as well as opinions on the taxa The more common
species are accompanied by sketch maps of Sinai distribution.
There are also five colour photos.

about

89 pages Price €25.00 (or €14 9 ZME
Subscribers), Zoology in the Middle East Supplement 2003.
Published by Kasparek Verlag Heidelberg, Munchhofstr. 16,
69120 Heidelberg, Germany

Dhabi, UAE.

different faunal regions.

is

showing the area (shaded) where it may be expected in the UAE
and nearby in Oman. Notes, where available, on the traditional
uses of each plant in the UAE, or in Arabia generally, are
provided which are extremely interesting. Other remarks are
given as needed on similar species, the plants wider range and
miscellaneous/anecdotal
information that
might help
identification. Within the species accounts there are numerous
photos of UAE plant communities showing the variety of species
that may occur together. There is an introductory chapter on
habitats, geology and the climate of the UAE as relevant to
Appendices include a simple key to the
Emirates botany.
families included in the book, a glossary of some botanical terms,
a reference list, a checklist of mosses and aquatic plants of the
UAE and indexes of scientific and English vernacular names.
This book, which is heavy enough to double in the field as a plant
press, is a wonderful example of the authoritative work that the
non-specialist naturalist can produce locally, given large degrees
enthusiasm, knowledge, commitment, and the ability to organise
field
notes and photography which the author clearly
demonstrates. It is an essential reference book for everyone
interested in the Arabian flora and would be very useful addition
to the library of all Emirates biologists who want to know more

The book

regularly out

and about

in the Emirates.

Recommended.

.

X

Hardback, 596 pages (175
250 mm). Price not known.
Published and available from the Environmental Research and
Wildlife

A5, card cover

,

Development Agency (ERWDA), P
(Email enquiries

:

O

Box 45553, Abu

erwda@emirates.nt.ae)

ISBN 9948-408-24-1.

,

The Comprehensive Guide to the Wild Flowers of
the United Arab Emirates by Marijcke Jongbloed
(2003)

The Kentish plover Charadrius alexandrinus breeds along much

The author has 20 years experience of the UAE environment
during which time she has pursued a wide range of natural history
and has already published several books on the fauna of
the Emirates.
This book is the fruits of her many years plant
hunting in the UAE and deals with the 755 species (81 families)
found in the region, from the Qatar border in the west, the edge
interests

of the Empty Quarter, Musandam and the mountainous border
with Oman. It will also be good for the large majority of plants
likely to be found in northern Oman. The species covered are all
those occurring wild in the UAE, including a few that have
escaped from horticultural situations and have become
is

written with the non-specialist botanist in

minimum of technical jargon
at

the end.

but there

is

It

mind and uses

the

a very helpful glossary

The species accounts are arranged by families in
The local Arabic names and

from elsewhere

English and an English

in the region are transliterated into

name

is also given where known.
For
most species there is a colour photograph of the plant and usually
one or two close-ups of flowers/seed details.
Over 1500

photographs in

all,

almost

all

by the author. The author has also

prepared the several line drawings that also illustrate the

few

text.

A

rare species are not illustrated but are referred to briefly as

appropriate.

There

is

a non-technical description of the plant

parts, stem, leaves, flowers, fruit, etc as well as the

manner of

growth, flowering period, size etc to enable identification.
Details are also provided of the habitat
status (e.g. rare,

common,

local etc)

it

is

likely to

of the undeveloped coastline of Kuwait and up to about a
kilometre inland. The Bird Monitoring and Protection Society's

(BMAPS)

Nature Reserve

at

Sulaibikhat

(NB35)

is

a one

kilometre stretch of shrubby and open coastline up to 400 metres
deep, adjacent to the extensive mudflats of Sulaibikhat Bay. The
site

has been discovered to be a prime breeding

site for

Kentish

plover.

2003 egg-laying was first recorded on 26 February and the
breeding cycle ended on 19 July. During this period 39
nests were discovered, each with two or three eggs, between
and 50 metres from the tide-line. As part of a study, surveillance
cameras were set up next to two of the nests and 24 hour film
coverage of them was carried out, the highlights will be made
into a documentary film. The eggs in some of the nests without
surveillance unaccountably disappeared, and so two extra
cameras were set up next to nests to try to discover the cause.
Eventually, at one nest a camera filmed a long-eared hedgehog
Hemiechinus auritus which during the night entered the nest
scrape, making the brooding adult leave to perform distraction
displays. The hedgehog ate both eggs then left the area. After
dawn both adults were clearly still agitated and were seen to reenter the empty nest scrape for a short time before abandoning it.
In

latest

1

feral.

alphabetical order by genus.
alternatives

Kentish Plover eggs predated by Longeared Hedgehog by Khalid Al-Nasraltah

found

The eggs

in a total

of 12 nests disappeared before any possible

hatching dates and were assumed to have been predated

in the

in, its

and distribution including

same manner.
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Sometimes pieces of

shell

were found near the

nest scrapes and on other occasions no eggshells were found.

The number of hedgehogs involved was not determined, nor was
it

known whether any of the

after losing their eggs, but

after the

•

References:

Raven (Corvus

some

distance, apparently for the sole

Andersson, S 1989. Tool use by the Fan-tailed
rhipidurus), Condor 91:999. • Meinertzhagen,

Birds of Arabia

R, 1954.

Khalid Al-Nasrallah, Vice-Chairman, KEPS, P.O. Box 1896
Safal, 13019, Kuwait.

it

plovers laid replacement clutches

no nest scrape was reused

of the eggs.

loss

one place and carry
purpose of play,

,

Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh and

London.

(Email: khalid@kuwaitbirds.com).

Fan-tailed Ravens Playing

Breeding Records of Shikra
David A. Diskin

One aspect of Meinertzhagen' s Birds of Arabia (1954) which
some readers find attractive and others annoying digressions, are

The

his highly personal

always relevant to

views on matters of bird science that are not
the subject.
He mentions play in birds on a

number of occasions and

singles out the fan-tailed raven

Corvus

rhipidurus as one of the main practitioners, a bird that delights in
playing in updrafts and which has been seen to toss juniper
berries to each other in flight.

species

(Andersson,

anthropomorphic

human

context.

Dhofar which

seemed

I

S

Tool use

1989).

in interpreting the

We

is

known

also

can

for this

become

easily

behaviour of animals in a

However I saw behaviour of fan-tailed ravens

startling

because of an element of premeditation.

In late

November 2001 at Jebel Samhan (UB1 I saw
about 20-30 fan-tailed ravens move to the lip of the escarpment
1

)

where they congregated, flying around, soaring in the updrafts
and diving and calling. Amid the diving and chasing I noticed
that one bird had a small brightly coloured object in its bill
probably a piece of plastic. It rose high and dropped the item and
immediately dived down after it and competed with other diving
ravens to retrieve it. The bird then rose again chased by the other
birds and repeated the operation. This was repeated several times.
The bird dropping the item gave itself an advantage to catch it
again by choosing when and where to drop the object but the
competition from other birds was so intense that the jostling of
birds often meant that another bird gained possession. The new
owner would then rise and repeat the game. Often the possessor
of the item seemed to advertise the fact by passing the item
between bill and claws and calling loudly. I noticed that this was
not an isolated incident as there were two or three similar games
going on around the escarpment at the same time, using bits of
paper, strips of material and a polythene bag. These games
generated a considerable and excited commotion as birds called
during the pursuit and jostling.

—

I

did not see where the ravens had got the objects from as no

birds appeared to have settled at the time to gather playthings.

wondered whether

also

this

as the breeding season

Two

days
escarpment

later
I

was

when

I

I

could possibly be part of a courtship

or breeding season ritual but at this time of year
still

some months

it

seems unlikely

off.

was some 500m below

the

same

noticed in late afternoon numbers of fan-tailed

ravens returning from the coastal area (mainly Mirbat, some 10

km

where they had presumably spent the day
and I
noticed that two were carrying bright plastic objects, one
appeared to be a bottle lid. A few minutes later I could see in
my binoculars that the drop, chase and jostle games were going
on again at the escarpment lip.
to the south)

foraging. These birds were heading for the escarpment

Whilst one can understand that birds, indeed
play spontaneously with items that they

me

it

many

come

takes a giant leap in bird intelligence to

animals, can

seems
collect an item

across,

it

UAE

by

record of shikra Accipiter badius in the United Arab

Emirates involved an adult male

at

Zabeel water treatment plant,

Dubai (VA27) on 9 April, 1996. Later that year, single birds
were seen at the same site until 18 October, with two birds,
possibly a pair, present on 27 June (Richardson in prep). In 1 997
there was only one report from Zabeel of a single bird on 18
March but the presence of a juvenile in Safa Park, Dubai on 17
July, Aspinall (1997), suggested that breeding had taken place
somewhere in the vicinity.

in

believe can only be described as play and which

afternoon on 24

first

in the

and 1999 there were very occasional reports of

In 1998

this

two sites referred to above but in 2000 it was
reported regularly from Safa Park, the Emirates Golf Course
Dubai and Zabeel and was regarded as “probably feral”
(Richardson in prep). In the same year there were scattered
reports from other sites in the Dubai area (Mushrif Park, Wimpey
Pits and Dubai Pivot Fields). Sightings at established locations
increased during 2001 and 2002, including pairs in display
flights, which suggested that a breeding population was becoming
established.
Further proof of breeding occurred when two
fledged juveniles were seen adjacent to a nest (a loose
construction of twigs in a line of trees) at the Emirates Golf
Course on 26 July, 2002 (Mike Kilbum in litt).
species from the

Shikras were regularly observed in Safa Park early 2003,

March and April and on 16
The nest was a loose, untidy

including a pair in display flight, in
April

I

found a pair

at

a nest.

collection of dead twigs about 12 metres high in a casuarina tree
in the small, central wooded area of the park. Views of the nest
were not entirely satisfactory but an adult was observed sitting on
26 April, and on 30 April two young were seen in the nest. Three
young were visible in the nest on 7 May. The birds were quite
well-grown, suggesting that the third bird had been present but
not seen previously. On 14 May, the adult birds were seen

calling

and perching

in the nesting area, but the

appeared to be empty, prompting

nest itself

me to think that the young birds

had been taken. However, this proved not to be the case as on 24
May the adult female and three fledged juveniles were observed
calling and flying around in the nesting area. Observation of the
adults and at least one of the juveniles continued into June.

The

shikra

is

a polytypic species found in the Afrotropical and

Indo-Malayan regions.

In the

Arabian Peninsula there is a
and western

resident population in southwest Saudi Arabia

Yemen;
A.

b.

this

population

sphenurus.

breeds from

is

attributable to the African subspecies

The migrant,

Palearctic race A.

Azerbaijan across northern

cenchroides

b.

Iran

,

eastwards to

Kazakhstan and south to northwest India. Some adults remain
around the southern Caspian in winter but most migrate to the
Indian subcontinent and southeast Asia. However, Ferguson-Lees
and Christie (2001) also state that some appear to migrate to
Arabia and possibly even Africa

Elsewhere

to

there has been one occurrence of A.
in
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b.

in the

Middle East,

cenchroides in

Israel in

1

;

spring 1987 (Shirihai, 1996).

In

Oman,

regarded as a vagrant with seven

is

it

records to date (Eriksen

& Sargeant, 2000).

published

All of these records

were from south Oman or Masirah Island and perhaps refer to
wandering individuals of A. b. sphenurus, although the
description of one in Wadi Hinna, Dhofar on 6 Nov, 1997 points
to A. b. cenchroides, and the first record for northern Oman at
Sun Farms, Sohar on 22 March 2003 was also considered to be
cenchroides (D. Sargeant in

fauna. It includes one of the most important remnants in Arabia
of the previous valley forests of the Tihama foothills. In 1990
this remnant was estimated to occupy approximately 300 ha,

including Acacia - Commiphora forest and some 48 ha of almost
untouched riparian forest. However, forest degradation has

At higher altitudes

continued.

own

faunal and floral interest.

Wadi

Rijaf

owes much

to the

1980s and

Scholte in the

litt).

in the valley are intensively

cultivated terraces, a traditional agricultural environment with

its

its

Our knowledge of the birds of
visits by Mike Evans and Paul
avifauna was presented as an

Important Bird Area in the Middle East (Evans, 1994).

The Shikra

C

likely to be placed in Category

is

UAE

of the

checklist being regarded as an extralimital species originally

introduced to the

UAE

by man that maintains a regular

feral

breeding stock. The species would be assigned this status on the
basis that the Zabeel palace area, where the original observation

was made,

is

well

known

for

number of captive

its

species, and

The Rijaf valley receives relatively high rainfall, perhaps 500 650 mm each year on average, with rainy seasons in spring and
summer. In the rainy periods streams flow and some pools
persist throughout the year.

also because there have been no confirmed observations in the

elevations.

UAE

20

away from

the Dubai area. This strongly suggests that the

small, but growing, population has originated from released or

escaped

birds

than

rather

from

of the race cenchroides

,

this

migrant

possible

cenchroides. Although the Dubai population

is

A.

data; as such the subspecific identification of these birds must
remain tentative for the time being.
Given that they are
b.

dussumieri from the

Indian subcontinent needs also to be taken into consideration.
•

Aspinall, S., 1997. Shikra breeding in the United

Arab Emirates; Phoenix 14:10.

Oman

2000.

Bird

•

Eriksen,

J.

and D. E. Sargeant,

The Official List of the Birds of the
Oman Birds Record Committee, Muscat.
and Christie, D. A., 2001. Raptors of the

List:

Sultanate of Oman
• Ferguson-Lees, J.

World Christopher Helm, London.
;

•

Emirates Bird Report 20: 1995-2000.

Richardson, C., (in prep).
•

Shirihai, H., 1996.

The

Birds of Israel, Academic Press Limited, London.

P O Box

high

at

up to
high, and includes Ficus, Mimusops, Tamarindus and

m

Wadi Rijaf is about 50 km east of the Red Sea city of Hudaydah.
For ease of navigation from Hudaydah, take the Ta'izz road to
Mansuriyah then turn left and travel to Sukhnah. From Sukhnah,
where basic accommodation is available, head north on roads
southwest of Jebel Bura' to Suq as Sabt, just inside the Rijaf

Mahrab" on YAR 50 sheet 443 A2. Wadi Rijaf
named on this map but its continuation on the Tihama
as Wadi Hudayn, is). From Suq as Sabt a track, 5 km long,

valley ("Sabt al

not

plain,

1

Most of the

slopes.

from

this

Malaria

is

forest bird species

which

track,

places

in

prevalent and there

71870, Jumeirah Post Office, Dubai, UAE.

is

is

in

very poor condition.

The

the possibility of bilharzia.

highest altitudes of the Rijaf valley are best explored from the
district capital

Riqab. This

is

after leaving the Sana'a road

(Email :dadiskin2003@yahoo. co. uk).

m on the lower eastern
of Wadi Rijaf can be seen

leads through the forest up to about 950

The route up

DA Diskin,

becoming temperate

intact riparian forest is luxuriant, with trees

Trichilia.

is

References:

The

b.

considered to be

has not been confirmed by biometric

considered to be released birds, the race A.

Air temperatures in the lower

altitudes of the valley are high,

is

reached by a road from the north,

from Hudaydah

at

Qutay' or Bajil.

time consuming and a more than cursory

exploration of Rijafs high slopes would necessitate staying

Riqab has a basic grocery
would welcome paying guests.

overnight.
villagers

store

and

I

am

sure

Sites of Interest
This column aims to provide details of the variety of bird habitats

throughout Arabia and the representative birds to be found in

The series of site reports appearing in the issues of Phoenix
meant to be a "where to watch birds in Arabia" or a
directory to the most prolific bird sites, although a number of
them are exceptionally good bird areas.
each.

are not

Observers are invited to write up other

sites,

especially those that

they have studied reasonably well, drawing special attention to
the breeding and resident species that occur.

A

site

may be

as

small as a sewage pond or similar microsite, an urban area or as
large as a

whole mountain range.

The cinnamon breasted bunting Emberiza

tahapisi

is

a

common

species of

the highlands of south west Arabia

Wadi

Rijaf, Jebel Bura’,

Yemen

by Peter

Cowan
Many

two months, July - September 2003, as fauna
biodiversity consultant on Yemen's Environmental Protection
Authority's project to produce a management plan for the
proposed Wadi Rijaf protected area. Wadi Rijaf (JA06) is a
deep well-wooded valley draining westwards on Jebel Bura’ in
western Yemen. The valley rises from about 300 m in the west
to 2000 m at its northeast rim at Riqab and is recognised
internationally as a priority area for the protection of its flora and
I

worked

for

butterfly

species have

been recorded

in

Wadi Rijaf

including the Arabian black charaxes Charaxes bernstorffi, which

was

first

discovered

collecting in

Hamanumida

for

Wadi Rijaf
daedalus,

by Torben Larsen when
The low-flying guineafowl
butterfly whose white-spotting

science

in 1980.

a

somewhat resembles that of the bird, is common. A common
reptile is the agamid Acanthocercus adramitanus, which, at least
when I saw them, are bright blue in colour apart from the
proximal part of the
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1

tail,

which

is

reddish.

Much

smaller

is

the

,

day-active semaphore gecko

using

Pr is turns

sp.,

Far more elusive,

signals.

tail

I

.

which communicates
failed with both, are

helmeted terrapin Pelomedusa subrufa and Yemen monitor
Varanus yemenensis. Mammal species recorded in the Rijaf
valley include the white-tailed

mongoose Ichneumia albicauda

,

hyaena Hyaena hyaena and Indian crested porcupine

striped

Hystrix indica. The leopard Panthera pardus probably no longer

hamadryas baboon Papio hamadryas

In contrast, the

occurs.

is

surviving well and their calling and barking are an important part

of the Wadi Rijaf "experience".

The

of breeding birds to be seen in and from the lower
Wadi Rijaf has a strong Afrotropical flavour and
includes Bonelli's eagle Hieraaetus fasciatus Arabian partridge
Alectoris
melanocephala, red-eyed dove Streptopelia
list

altitudes in

,

semitorquata

dusky

,

dove Streptopelia lugens Bruce's

turtle

,

green pigeon Treron waalia, white-browed coucal Centropus
superciliosus

little

,

green bee-eater Merops orientalis African

grey hornbill Tockus nasutus blackstart Cercomela melanura
,

,

brown woodland warbler Phylloscopus umbrovirens African
,

paradise

Terpsiphone

flycatcher

Arabian

viridis,

bills),

shining sunbird Nectarinia habessinica, white-breasted white-eye

Zosterops abyssinica black-crowned tchagra Tchagra senegala,
,

Onychognathus tristramii and Riippell's
weaver Ploceus galbula. These species are supplemented, of
course, by passage migrants and winter visitors. A list of the
birds breeding on the higher slopes of the Rijaf valley would be
speculative at present and probably includes south Arabian
wheatear Oenanthe (lugens) lugentoides, Arabian waxbill
Estrilda rufibarba, cinnamon-breasted rock bunting Emberiza
tahapisi and surely some of the highland endemics. A major
raptor migration route passes over Wadi Rijaf in autumn,
dominated by steppe buzzards Buteo buteo and steppe eagles
grackle

Aquila nipalensis.

The Rijaf valley
western

is

causeway separates Core Areas from the Drainage Zone. During
colder months of the year, when demand for tertiary-treated
sewage effluent for irrigating landscaped areas in the industrial
city is particularly low, any excess effluent, plus winter rainfall,
is allowed to overflow from the eastern core area to an
unvegetated part of the sabkha that is designated as a Drainage
Zone. This ensures that no sewage effluent is ever allowed to
enter the Arabian Gulf. To the south both the two Core Areas
are fringed by small ‘hummock and hollow’ sand dunes with
scattered vegetation such as tussock grass and various
halophytes. (See photo on page 3). The highly eutrophic water
on the sabkha, which can cover over 2500 ha at times, contains
a rich fauna and flora, with abundant planktonic algae and
protozoa,

ostracods,

aquatic

insects

increasing numbers of small fish.

It is

and,

recent

in

years,

also very shallow (less than

30 cm) and strong winds can often give

rise to

wave

action that

concentrates plankton in certain areas of the sabkha.

babbler

Turdoides squamiceps (with white faces and yellow

Tristram's

even during mid-summer, some open water exists within a
patchwork of dense stands of invasive Phragmites australis
showing the two Core Areas and the Drainage Zone.
A

an essential stop on any birding tour of
be combined with exploration of the

Yemen and can

commenced in 1991 by staff
and was particularly intensive during 1992-5
(Symens & al-Suhaibani, 1995). I have been birdwatching at
Sabkha al-Fasl since 1994 and the site continues to qualify as a
site of international importance and an Important Bird Area. The
following list is a brief summary of breeding or possible breeding
wetland species at Sabkha al-Fasl. My observations reported
here refer to 2003 unless otherwise stated. Species on the list that
are relevant to the site as an Important Bird Area (after Evans)
Ornithological recording at the site

of the

are

NCWCD

marked

as follows;

*

Globally threatened species

**

Species with a significant breeding population

***

Species with a small total world population.

Little grebe Tachybaptus ruficollis One pair bred
deep sector of Core Area 1

in a localized

agricultural plain to the west. Wildlife protection in the area will

succeed

if the local inhabitants,

Please copy

ecotourism.

Tihami and

(Email: Mike.Evans@birdlife.org.uk),
the vertebrate

Jebali, benefit

Wadi Rijaf records

who

is

to

from

Mike Evans

collecting data

on

Little bittern

Ixobrychus minutus About ten

pairs,

counts of displaying males in early mornings during

based on

May

and

June.

and insect fauna of the valley with Paul Scholte.

Omar Al-Saghier (E/wa/7: omarbio@y.net.ye) and David Stanton
(Email: yos@y.net.ye ) would also appreciate receiving records.

Night heron Nycticorax nycticorax Juveniles on 19 June 1996
and two on 9 August 2002. Any breeding sites in the Eastern
Province remain to be discovered, otherwise mainly a migrant in

Autumn.
Reference:

•

Evans, M.

I.,

1994. Important Bird Areas in the

Squacco Ardeola

Middle East, BirdLife International, Cambridge.

April and 3
Croft, Timmerlum Lane, Newburgh,
Aberdeenshire AB41 6BG, Scotland.
(Email:
desertmammal@yahoo. com).
P.

J.

Cowan, School

observed in a

a presumed pair in Core

joint ‘flap flight’ (display)

exaggerated wing beats
reeds,

On 26

ralloides Regular passage migrant.

May 2002

-

-

Zone

1

were

involving slow

about half a metre above the

tallest

with one of the pair flying close behind the other.

Subsequently several

observations

of single

birds until 19

July.

Sabkha al-FasI, Eastern Province, Saudi Arabia by
Brian Meadows

Spoonbill Platalea leucorodia Eleven on 16
August. Shallow water habitat

is

May and

19 on 29

often optimal as a feeding area

is a man-made wetland that has
been created by the discharge of sewage effluent from the nearby

filter-feeder. In 2000 no less than 25 birds oversummered (present 2 June to 28 July). Sightings now much more
frequent than previously, for example Bundy et al. (1989)

of international

described spoonbills as only irregular winter visitors to the

Sabkha

al-Fasl

(PA31)

at

27° 03' N, 49° 29' E, situated near the

Arabian Gulfjust west of Jubail
industrial city

of Jubail.

It

,

qualifies as a site

importance under the Ramsar Convention (Evans, 1994).
area

The

is

also described, in detail,

site consists

The

for this

Eastern Province.

by Feltkamp and Krupp (1994).

of two Core Areas where for most of the year.

Greater flamingo Phoenicopterus ruber Mainly a winter visitor
in some number, e.g. 3250 on 2 1 March and 3500 on 9 April, but
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a few are present throughout the year.
site

on 16

Mud

May

A complete

circuit

of the

revealed a total of 157 birds in two main flocks.

none could be
However, all breeding attempts to date have
found in 2003.
failed and this is probably due to water levels declining too
rapidly as summer approaches. In addition, predation by the
Asiatic jackal Canis aureus is also a possible factor since nests
have always been adjacent to extensive reed beds that are known
to shelter jackals, e.g. an adult with pups on 20 June 1997, while
a red fox Vulpes vulpes was seen on 25 May 2001 on the
nests are constructed in

most years

albeit

,

Avocet Recurvirostra avosetta **

birds
nests

38

The most successful year was in 1995 when 17
were counted on nests. The bird is loosely colonial and
are always out in the open on damp areas of sabkha; the

pairs bred.

1

actual area varying each year according to conditions. Chicks are

seen

in late April

May and ‘three quarters grown
May and early June. It has a much

and early

juveniles’ regularly by late

shorter breeding season than the black-winged

numbers are now larger than indicated
been higher

rail

al-Fasl currently

In 2003, at least

in

stilt.

Wintering

Evans (1994), some 850

over-wintered during the 2002/3 season but the population has

breeding area.

Water

Sabkha

holds the largest breeding colony in Arabia.

Rallus aquaticus At

A

breed annually.

one or two pairs probably
grown juvenile seen on 12

least

three quarter

on

1

1

Collared

September.

in past years, for

May

Glareola

pratincole

occasionally. Several

Spotted crake Porzana porzana Migrants during April,
and September. One on 1 June (1998).

example minimum counts of 2000

January 2000 and 1500 on 15 March 2000.

13 birds) during 2003 but

all

Could

pratincola

March - May records

breed

(including a flock of

were considered

on passage,

to be

although individuals have stayed into June during previous years.

A

free-flying juvenile

was seen

in

16 August.

Moorhen Gallinula chloropus Abundant breeder. 116 juveniles
counted together out on open water on 22 August.

Little

ringed

plover

Charadrius dubius
Single bird(s)
Has been confirmed breeding in

displaying on 7 and 14 March.

A summer

Purple gallinule Porphyrio porphyrio Two together on 8
August in open but close to edge of an extensive reed bed. This
record, the first for Saudi Arabia, will be documented in
Sandgrouse. It may possibly have been overlooked in the past.

previous years (up to three pairs).

Coot Fulica atra No confirmed breeding
downy young seen in previous years.

Kentish plover Charadrius alexandrinus ** Common breeder,
also significant numbers on passage and in winter. Breeding
population estimated at approximately 75 pairs (almost twice the
1994 population). Young observed from March - July but

Black-winged

in

2003 but adults with

Himantopus himantopus ** Abundant
The breeding population was estimated at 1 20

stilt

resident breeder.

commence
still

displaying by the end of March.

majority of chicks seen in early June.

unknown

(of

also nests annually

the largest ever.

1

(c.

30

pairs) in Jubail along a storm-water

first

2002 one

In

birds

nest

with eggs on 17 May.

2003 with a post-breeding count of 600, plus one bird
still sitting on a nest on
8 July. Nests are scrapes in the drying
mud. It has a longer breeding season (March - August) than the
avocet Recurvirostra avosetta. In addition to Sabkha al-Fas! it
pairs in

visitor, usually

arriving in February (sometimes in January) and

Some

large concentrations

origin) have been seen over the past

when

July and August during periods

two years

in

of damp mud
both Core Area

large areas

have remained on the sabkha into late summer, at
2 and the Drainage Zone. A count of 5000 on 26 July 2002 was

channel that receives water even during the summer. Here nests
are relatively substantial and they consist of a base

of plant

material raised above the water level.

Greater sand plover Charadrius leschenaultii A pair on 23
May. June records in previous years. Breeding evidence category
(BEC) 1 0 confirmed breeding on nearby Fanateer Island in 1 998
(see Phoenix 16:3).
Slender-billed gull Larus genei

summered; a

BEC

*

At

least

200

birds over

10 confirmed breeding record in 1996.

Gull-billed tern Gelochelidon nilotica

None seen

in

2003 but

have over-summered in the past. An adult feeding a
juvenile on 30 July 1999 and courtship display observed on 25

up

to four

May 2001.
Little/Saunders’

little

tern Sterna aibifrons/saundersii Breeds,

March to October, 4

nests with eggs were found on
causeway separating Core Area 2 and the Drainage Zone in
May.
Post breeding numbers reached 260 birds on 18 July.
(Birds were not all critically examined in 2003 but small terns
breeding inland seemed more probably to be albifrons (based on
white on their foreheads extending to the rear of the eye and pale

present from

1

the

rumps).

Black-winged stilts Himantopus himantopus are today a widespread breeding
bird in Arabia, especially in the Arabian Gulf region, but only 30 years ago

they were regarded as a scarce visitor.

Graceful warbler Prinia gracilis Abundant breeder, especially
around edges of reed swamps. No systematic song counts but
probably not less than 30 pairs. Nests have been found in small
Tamarisk bushes less than 1 m high. The subspecies is likely to
be hufufae, based on tail pattern noticed in the field.
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Socotra cormorant Phalacrocorax nigrogularis changes in nest abundance 1994 to 2002:
Suwad al Janubiyah, Bahrain

35000

30000
25000 |
20000 |
15000 |
10000

|

5000
0

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
Year (Surveyed date Late November)

During the

last ten

gradually reduced.

years the size of the breeding colony of Socotra cormorants Phalacrocorax nigrogularis at

A

note on the

communal behaviour

Suwad

al

Janubiyah, Bahrain has

of this colony appears at page 24.

Map showing sites in Eastern Province
where moustached warblers
Acrocephalus melanopogon were
recorded 1994-2003 (inclusive) by Brian

Meadows
1.

(

page

23).

Hofuf/al-Hasa drainage area,

PB27/PB28 (25°30’N, 49°38’E

to 25°

30%

50° 00’E)

PB30

2. Gravel pit near Qatif,
32’N, 49° 53’E)

3.

Safaniya Marsh,

PB30

+

(26°

(26° 47’N, 49°

50’E)

4.

Khafrah Marsh, PB30

(26° 48’N, 49°

34’E)
5. Jubail al-Sinaiyah pond, PB31 (27°
04’N, 49° 35’E)

6.

Sabkha

al-FasI,

PA31

(27° 03’N, 49°

29’E)

(See separate article on the birds of

Sabkha
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al-fasl

on page

12).

Nest

of

desert

obsoleta A1

April 2003. Since

Arabia

1989

in

Rhodospiza

finch

Marai farm near Durma
it

its

arrival in central

has been able to find

plenty of suitable habitat in irrigated
agricultural areas

expanding
nests in

m

1-2

usually

situations,

is
It

and

range and numbers.

ground in a bush. See page
Mike Jennings).

18.

its

open
the

off

(Photo:

Another species that finds suitable
habitat near pools and on the marshy
areas associated with cattle farms is
the
Kentish
plover
Charadrius
This

alexandrinus.

photographed

at the

Durma (MA26),
early

April

was

chick

Al Marai farm,

central

Arabia

in

Photo: Mike

2003.

Jennings)

The Tuwaiq escarpment is a prominent
topographical feature that extends

km

through central Arabia.

many

additional bird species

over 1000

Whilst

are colonising

Arabia

new

others,

habitats in central

particularly

some

raptors, appears to be in decline.
this site in

April 2003 both

owl StrLx butleri and

little

nocutua were heard.
Photo: Mike Jennings)
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At

Hume’s

owl Athene

Savi’s warbler Locustella lusciitioides

None heard

2 April 1999.

at the site in

One

reeling at dusk

on

2003.

Moustached warbler Acrocephalus melanopogon Not recorded
in 2003 hut several spring records (March to May) during

May for four
and 1998. No June

previous years, including single birds in song during

and

days

five

respectively

known

observations but not

in
if

1995

overlooked

spring birds were solely passage migrants.

mimica.

in

summer

or if

all

All birds seen were

(See separate note page 23).

made to ensure

that content is accurate and correct. However the
views expressed by authors are not necessarily shared by the
Editor or the sponsors of Phoenix. Articles relevant to the aims
of the ABBA project are welcomed, especially notes on new

breeding

the

birds,

concerning

avifauna

particular

information

welcomed

are

of specific areas or studies
Notices and requests for
and there is no charge for

species.

advertisements of reports, publications

etc.

Articles

may be

emailed, submitted on disk (please state software) typed or
handwritten. Charges for commercial advertisements and loose
inserts are available

on

request.

Reed/Caspian warbler Acrocephalus scirpaceus/fuscus
Confirmed breeding only since 1996 but now abundant and
current population could be as high as 70 pairs.

summer visitor but some
the past three years

it

Initially

only a

birds thought likely to be resident.

Over

has been observed that this species replaces

clamorous reed warbler Acrocephalus stentoreus in areas of
Phragmites that have become tall and dense and where adjacent
patches

of

open

water

have

disappeared

due

to

reed

encroachment.

Clamorous reed warbler Acrocephalus stentoreus Probably

a

of
invasive reed beds when a mosaic of Phragmites and open water
co-exists. Sixteen singing in Core Area 2 in 2003. Song peaks
during February and March as elsewhere in the Eastern Province
relatively recent colonist (since about 1999) to early stages

(Meadows,

in prep).

Great reed warbler Acrocephalus arundinaceus Apparently
bred 1995 (see Phoenix 12:19). Recent records (including 2003)
refer only to passage migrants. Most birds are considered to be of
the race zarudnyi.

Basra reed warbler Acrocephalus griseldis*** Not seen in
2003 but May, late July and August records in previous years
with up to three birds together.
References:

•

Bundy G,

R

J

Connor

&CJO
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,

Witherby,
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Essex,

Fan-tailed ravens Corvus rhipidurus

highland areas

Records

Phoenix Notes and Notices

still

how organised

often congregate in

their play?

Page

updrafts in

10.

needed

ABBA

Despite the

is

project nearing an important stage with the

publication of the Atlas, the database will continue to be updated

and made available to anyone who needs information on Arabian
birds or the region. Readers who have records of Arabian birds,
however old, and whether published or not, are urged to make
contact with the Co-ordinator. Old records are especially valuable
in assessing population changes and range expansions and
contractions. For example, were there house sparrows Passer

Abu Dhabi in 1960? No one seems to know for
Although the project concerns resident and breeding
species, it is not only proved breeding information that is

domesticus in
sure.

required,

ABBA and

but

-

notes

particularly

suggesting

possible

or

uncommon breeding species,

probable

breeding,

are also very valuable.

Information on exotics and escaped species, ringed birds and

Contributions to Phoenix

habitats

is

also needed. There

is still

much scope

breeding bird information even for the

Phoenix is published annually and contains papers, reports, letters
and announcements submitted by contributors to the ABBA

trodden areas.

project. Papers are not independently refereed but every effort is

copy

Would

common

observers please continue to send in

records and information for their local area and

ABBA
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for collecting

species in well
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report sheets to the local bird recorder (if there

to
is
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on maps or reference to same

do not necessarily

there are likely to be

four weeks in
The small group would

or

appropriate

position of international boundaries
in the text,

Eastern Yemen,

in

be camping on a shared costs basis. This

covered by the Biosciences Information
Service (BIOSIS) of the Zoological Record. Articles and
is

for

or two people with previous experience of Arabian birds are

sought for an atlassing

This newsletter

permanent wadis of

Arabia.

so to

ensure you get a copy of each issue please subscribe. Back issues
at

in

In 2003

we have

continued wing-tagging program for eagles in

north Kazakhstan.

Overall 30 fledglings Imperial Eagle Aquila

heliaca were marked by white wing-tags with code:

T 01-10 (black text).

C

01-05;

N

Also five fledglings of White-tailed
Sea Eagle Haliaeetus albicilla were marked by with orange/red

01-15;
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Notes
1.

to

Phoenix Subscriptions and

All items are post free.

If

airmail

ABBA sales items
desired please

is

form on previous page)

(See

add 25%

to total cost.

If payment is preferred in a foreign currency please send bank notes (at current rate of exchange).
Unfortunately bank charges on foreign currency cheques are now so exorbitant as to make payment by
foreign cheque unrealistic for small sums.
2.

3.

All subscribers to Phoenix will receive a personal reminder

4.

Cheques are

be

to

made payable

to

"M C Jennings"

when

their next subscription is due.

or "ABBA". Orders

and cheques

be sent

to

to:

C Jennings, Coordinator Atlas of the Breeding Birds of Arabia, Warners Farm House,

Michael

Warners Drove, Somersham, Cambridgeshire, PE28 3WD, England.
(Telephone and Fax, 01487 841733;

N

wing-tags with code:

(Int

00 44 1487 841733). Email: arabian.birds@dial.pipex.com
)

Anyone seeing

01-05.

these birds

to

be held on 3-7 December 2004

at

Lleida (Catalonia, Spain).

should contact me, Evgeny A. Bragin (Email :naurzum@mail.kz)

The main objectives of this Symposium

Eurasian Ornithology Congress

1st International

Western
Will

take place

on

8

-1

April 2004 at Akdeniz and Hacettepe

1

Universities, Antalya, Turkey. Further information

the

is

available

on

homepage (www.akdeniz.edu.tr/omithology).
Tamer Albayrak, Congress Secretary, Akdeniz

congress

Details from

University Fen-Edebiyat 07058 Antalya, Turkey. Tel.: +90-242-

3102376

+90-242-2278911

Fax:

Numbers 2004

Paleartic, as well as to discuss

conservation aspects of these species and their habitats.
will be

in the

management and
There

workshops on Otididae, Pteroclidae and other groups.

Those interested

in the

symposium

are invited to visit the

web

page (http://www. ctfc. es/symposium).

(Email:

Riyadh environs and Qatar, Spring 2003
(ABBA Survey 32)

ornithology@akdeniz. edu. tr).

Monitoring in a Changing
Europe
16th International Conference of the
European Bird Census Council
Bird

are checking, updating

and analysing the biology and ecology of steppe-land birds

-

:

In

March 2003

I

was

in

Riyadh

Abuzinada, Secretary General

for a

meeting with Dr Abdulaziz

NCWCD, and Fareed Krupp,

the

editor of Fauna

Conference to be held on 6-11 September 2004
University, Kayseri, Turkey.

knowledge of

TURKEY.

6748.

to share

aspects of bird monitoring across Europe.

all

Details from: Bird

Kayseri

Erciyes

at

The conference aims

Numbers 2004, Erciyes University, 38039
Phone: +90 352 437 6748 Fax: +90 352 437

ebcc2004@erciyes.edu.tr;

(Email:

http://wM’w. kustr. org/ebcc2004).

International Conference
Biology and Conservation

on

Desert Ungulate

ofArabia, about the completion and publication
(See page 2) My visit gave me the opportunity of

of the Atlas.

review the situation of birds on farms and
Arabia.

After Riyadh

been included on any previous

Details from: Prof. Dr.

Abdulaziz H. Abuzinada, Chair, Organising Committee, National
Commission for Wildlife Conservation and Development
Arabia. Tel.:

O.

Box 61681, Riyadh

++ (966

1)

1

1575,

ABBA Surveys.

The smallest farm

visited during the

1999 survey of arable farms

441 8700, Fax:

border with

Kharg. The farm

and

I

some Alf-alfa and maize on the
some 60 km east of the town of A1
under the same management as in 1999

(a fodder crop),

NB25/OA25

was able

to

is still

&

spend four days there.

Kingdom of Saudi

++ (966

1)

441 0797,

(Email: ncwcd@zajil.net).

The most important changes noted

at the

farm in the intervening

years were the arrival of turtle dove Streptopelia turtur, short-

toed

Symposium

International

other sites in central

Qatar which had not

(Jennings 1999) was Todhia, a farm mainly growing wheat,

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, March 2004.

P.

at

to visit

Central Arabian Farms

Rhodes grass

(NCWCD),

was able

I

on

and

Ecology

Conservation of Steppe-land Birds

lark

Calandrella

brachydactyla,

black-bush

robin

Cercotrichas podobe, Spanish sparrow Passer hispaniolensis,
desert finch Rhodospiza obsoleta and com bunting Miliaria
The black bush
calandra as likely breeding birds in the area
robin arrived in central Arabia in the early 1970s and has since
.

The Centre Tecnologic Forestal de Catalunya (CTFC)
collaboration

with

the

Universitat

Universidad Autonoma de Madrid

Barcelona (UB)

is

de

Lleida

(UdL),

in

the

(UAM) and the Universitat de

organising the "International

Symposium on

Ecology and Conservation of Steppe-land Birds" which

is

spread and multiplied, becoming particularly numerous along the

A1 Hair watercourse and pushing further eastwards. The desert
finch arrived in the area in 1989 but whether they are range
extension of the north west Arabian population or the Iraq/Iran

going
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populations

is

not known.

They too have been spreading out

in

Riyadh Watercourse

central Arabia but are not yet thought to have reached the Eastern

These were the

Province or spread south of A1 Kharg.

Com

easternmost records to date.
two,

is

bunting, like the previous

a species that has found suitable habitats in the irrigated

I

have known

Over

In the first

watercourse since

this

the years

it

it

has gradually changed

few years of its

life

there

appeared

in

1976.

aspect and

its

birds.

first
its

was no emergent or

fringing

farmlands of central Arabia but, unlike the others, has spread

vegetation and consequently the bare shores were exceptionally

from the east where they first bred in the Eastern Province in
They are not yet confirmed to breed in central Arabia but
1 994.
the fact that there were several males singing, pair chasing and

good
rails.

apparently holding territories

the early days to include Tilapia sp (deliberately introduced?),

breeding

may have followed
The other

near future.

April,

suggests

2003 or might be achieved

in

that

in the

three species mentioned appear to be

consolidating

generally

early

in

range

their

Arabia

central

in

as

for visiting waders.

Fringing reeds formed and large open

spaces of water became a habitat for numbers of duck, grebes and

As

fish diversity

grew over

this period

herons came into their

fish eaters like the

species breeding in the 1990s.

However

During 1 999 1 was unable to visit any of the several large dairy
farms which now exist in central Arabia due to the high risk of
In 2003 I made better prior
animal disease at the time.
arrangements and was privileged to visit the A1 Marai, Nakheel
Dairy farm near Durma (MA26) for two days This dairy farm
is the smallest in the A1 Marai chain holding some 4000 milking
.

cows and 3500 calves and young animals.

It

had two

irrigation

now

still common.
Waders are now relatively scarce on the
and open water species like little grebe Tachyhaptus
ruftcollis appear to have reduced in number since the 1980s and
Another development is that the once widespread
1990s.
goldfish and Tilapia have been replaced in some areas totally by

a large catfish species.

could catch. But

fewer frogs to be heard in 2003.

is

more

a

new

breeding square for the

desert finches (nest with eggs).

Spur- winged plover Hoplopterus spinosus another new addition
,

Riyadh region avifauna in recent years, was present at this
at Todhia. They appear to be particularly attracted to
have not been regularly
dairy farm waste water areas and
to the

farm and

at

I

I

wadi systems

in the area.

Gyps fulvus,

it

I

was unlucky.

I

was

Tuwaiq escarpment and

knew would
I

not find the griffon

has long gone as a breeding bird, although

did expect to see Egyptian vulture

environmental factor must be
so

Neophron percnopterus but

common on

at

work.

Why are they for example

the islands such as Masirah,

(Oman)

the

Farasans in the Red Sea and Socotra? Perhaps competition with
another scavenger, such as feral dogs,
believe feral dogs are absent at

all

haunts.

It

would seem they

may

be the answer as

I

the islands sites mentioned.

No Barbary falcons Falco pelegrinoides
known

seemed

to be

thought
fish and frogs this may be a further reason for what
were smaller number of herons than was seen during my last visit
in 999. Another unidentified fish was also common in the river
this year, it was obviously a bottom dweller as it has flattened
ventral surface, was black in colour, large scaled and with long
narrow rakish fins. It will be interesting to see what the next
I

1

stage will be in this rivers evolution.

of the new wetlands, large areas of irrigated farmland and the
of several exotics, has meant that the list of breeding
birds has doubled during that period, from just over 40 to nearly
90 species today.)

arrival

told they had been seen recently at Al'

Nakheel farm. This species seems to be slipping away from all
its former locations, gradually becoming less and less common.
This is strange when there must be at least as much refuse for
them to scavenge on as there was decades ago, so some other
still

that there

If the catfish are eating small

(NB: A future issue of Sandgrouse will include a detailed
account of breeding birds in central Arabia, comparing those
breeding 25 years ago with the present situation. A combination

also spent three days along the adjacent

vulture

was also of concern

other habitats in central Arabia.

Tuwaiq Escarpment

the

it

known to be voracious
many of the small fish as they

Catfish are

dung heaps,

found breeding on the farm included Kentish plover Charadrius

eyes,

river

Habitats provided for birds at the farm included, slurry lagoons,

alexandrinus (chicks), which

my

species such as reed warblers Acrocephalus scirpaceus/fuscus
are

feeders and probably have eaten as

hedges and bushes. Birds

lead, in

of breeding species, although some

pivots attached to the farm mainly to use up the waste water.

irrigated pivot fields, the

with several

gradual choking of the watercourse, particularly with the high

to a reduction in the diversity

recorded

own

in

since those days the

Phragmites australis reeds, has unfortunately

agricultural habitats mature.

species in the area, and

from ‘‘goldfish"

were seen

are also

at

previously

becoming

scarce.

It

Qatar
Qatar had not

previously been included in the itinerary of an
Survey and my personal experience of the country was
limited to a few hours at the northern port of Zubara in 970 on
a ‘day trip’ from Bahrain.
In very broad terms the peninsula of

ABBA

1

Qatar
like

is

effectively isolated

Quarter to
spread

to

its

of several

Qatar

disappointing aspect of birding in central Arabia these days

nigriceps , desert lark

presence of more and more fences, enclosing areas that do not

places in Arabia.

Merops

bee-eater

fiats

of the Empty

landbirds

found

typically
in

Examples of missing species

are

in

many

other

little

green

oriental is, yellow-vented bulbul Pycnonotus

scrub warbler

babbler Turdoides squamiceps.
little

of Arabia very much

groves and wadis that occur

acacia/zizyphus

xanthopvgos,

the

rest

south and west. This isolation has prevented the

was puzzling not to see trumpeter finches Bucanetes githagineus
at sites where they were previously common.
At one camp site
on the Tuwaiq I heard both little owl Athene noctua and Hume’s
owl Strix butleri calling within a few minutes of each other. This
the first record I know of the two species at the same site. One
is

from the

an island, by the sand seas and sabkha

Scotocerca inquieta
Desert species

1

,

Arabian

did find were

owl Athene noctua black-crowned finchlark Eremopterix
Ammomanes deserti, hoopoe lark Alaemon

alaudipes great grey shrike Lanius excubitor.
,

appear to need enclosing and greatly detracting

from the
enjoyment of the environment for everyone, whether bedouin or
birdwatchers.

Many small

farms that tried pivot irrigation

in the

1980’s appear to have been long abandoned but the fences still
remain preventing anyone from benefiting from the range,
including bedouin flocks.

Like many other parts of Arabia there are now numerous farms
and irrigated areas which provide a range of new habitats which
have encouraged other species to move into the region. Some
species that are now common in Qatar that have spread to the
state naturally in recent

decades are palm dove Streptopelia

senegalensis Eurasian collared dove S. decaocto
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,

Namaqua dove

Oena capensis and

clamorous reed warbler

Acrocephalus

Exotics have also found suitable habitats after they

stentoreus.

were introduced

to Qatar

migrant waders and herons. The birds breeding there are hardly

known.

by man, these include grey francolin
Unfortunately mechanical breakdown prevented a planned

Hume’s owl Strix butleri is

quite

common

along theTuwaiq escarpment west

to the ‘inland sea’

with Saudi Arabia.

of Riyadh

Francolinus pondicerrianus

,

rose-ringed parakeet Psittacula

krameri red-vented bulbul Pycnonotus cafer,
,

bulbul P. leucogenys,

common mynah

Acknowledgements

white-cheeked

Acridotheres

tristis ,

and

No ABBA

Surveys

is

a success without a whole range of people

providing help and assistance and probably this two centre survey

Indian silverbill Euodice malabarica.

had more people than usual providing help
Birds sites

1

was able

camping, were

to visit during

artificial

wetland

my

sites,

of 1 1 days, mostly
mangroves, coastal sites
trip

The most interesting wetland site,
known as the Prison Pools, was situated some 20 km south west
of Doha (RA27). Here a large lake of treated effluent water of
about 100 ha, including an extensive area of reedbeds and open
and

visit

(RA26) a large tidal lagoon of the south border

irrigated pivot farms.

is already established with fish and frogs
and was alive with many species of birds during April. Breeding
species of note were little-ringed plover Charadrius dubius,
Kentish Plover C. alexandrinus, black-winged stilt Himantopus

water. This lake system

himantopus,

little

grebe Tachybaptus ruficollis and clamorous

warbler Acrocephalus stentoreus.

Other effluent ponds visited
were just south west of Doha city on the ring road and another
near Dukhan on the west coast. There is a large area of pivot
farms at in the centre of the peninsula (on the boundary of
RA26/RA27).
These held at least four singing male com
buntings on 17 April as well as a few Spanish sparrows.
A
large expanse of mangroves at Dhakira (RB28) was very good for

in

many ways,

including accommodation, hospitality, free use of vehicles and

At Todhia farm I was
facilities by Alan and
Natalie King and Alan's father Jack, who was farm manager
during my visit in 1 999. A1 Marai very generously provided me
with much help and my thanks go to Andrew Mackie in head
office for making my visit
possible and for giving me the
introduction to Paul Brown the Manager of the Nakheel dairy
near Durma where I was kindly provided with accommodation
and much other help. Thanks also to Glenn Boyd, the manager
at the A1 Marai ET project, for a short visit I was able to pay to
his farm east of A1 Kharg. As ever my trips to Saudi Arabia are
sponsored by the NCWCD and again I must thank the Secretary
General Dr Abdulaziz Abuzinada for his continuing support for
the project and for authorising a vehicle for my use during my
travels in Saudi Arabia.
In Qatar there was also no shortage of
very generous help especially from David and Clare Gillespie
of Doha who went out of their way to make my trip a success and
local

knowledge on where

to see birds.

very fortunate to be welcomed and given
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make my stay in Doha comfortable by providing me with
accommodation. They also gave me the use of a 4WD vehicle,
without which I would not have been able to see complete my

attracted virtually

programme, and helped me
providing

me

probably sedentary as there

movements.

no serious

nothing to indicate

is

Arabia during the

interest in

years and nothing has been published about

with further contacts

at the

Qatar Natural History

breeding and consequently

thanks also go to Jamie Buchan for his help on
that

1

into the

ABBA

Saudi Arabia:

very

In Africa

it

is

about

little

a bird of

last

ten

biology or

its

how

it

fits

swamps and
The male

lakesides, nesting in reedbeds or trees over water.

builds an oval or spherical nest of grasses in which two or three

Birds on Farms in Central

Jennings, M.C., 1999.

we know

UAE environment.

local

breeding species this bird has

ferally

other ways, including

eggs are
•

many

many

in

some local sites and especially for showing me several
would not have found or been able to visit without him.
Reference:

Tike so

so

My

Society.

is

Survey 25 - April 1999. Phoenix 16:1

1

-

laid.

UAE

In the

colonies have been active, with nest

building or adults attending nests, from April to July.

has been

It

seen associating with the lesser masked weaver P. intermedins

at

the Zabeel fish ponds, Dubai.

15.

References:

New

Breeding Exotics

•

Richardson, C. T.

Birdwatching Guide

Publications, Eiverpool

During 2003 national bird recorders and other main players
around Arabia were asked to provide an update of the exotics
currently resident in the main towns (see page 2). One surprising
result of this exercise was the report from Howard King in
Bahrain of an established breeding exotic not on the

ABBA list.

Madagascar red fody Foudia madagascariensis which
appears never to have been mentioned in the literature before.
The exercise has also highlighted that there is another species that
has been around for many years in UAE, and more recently
Oman, but has never attracted any interest and little publicity, this
is the golden-backed weaver Ploceus jacksoni
There is nothing
available on the ABBA database on its breeding biology in
Arabia. Any information, especially of breeding, for either of
these species would be most welcome.
This

the

is

.

2000.

Oman

the

to

&

& Dubai.

Bird List

S. Aspinall.

Shed
Hobby

1998. The

United Arab Emirates.
•

(Edition

Eriksen,
5).

J.

& D. E. Sargeant.

Oman

Bird

Records

Committee, Muscat, Oman.

Breeding Birds
Gregory

in

Kuwait, 2003 by George

of 2003 large areas of Kuwait, including many

In the early spring

of the most important breeding areas, became inaccessible due to
the build-up to
Iraq.

and carrying-out of military operations against

This caused abandonment of plans by the Bird Monitoring

and Protection

Team (BMAPT)

Islands, to start

to survey

management of

Warba and Bubiyan

the western section of the

National Park and to search for breeding evidence in the areas

around Ratqa, the Demilitarized Zone, Al-Abraq Al-Khabari and

Madagascan red fody Foudia madagascariensis

Subiya.

(ABBA

restricted

species

number 2063)

Also, access to most of the other breeding sites was

by checkpoints and

This species has been recorded
there in about 1984.
pairs

on Bahrain and

feral species.

It

It is

is

now

in

Bahrain since

very

therefore

common

assumed

it

was released

to be successful as a

frequents date gardens and parks.

Ocean and

St Helena.

Thanks

to

It is

a popular

Howard King

for records

of this species.

Golden-backed weaver Ploceus jacksoni (ABBA
species

number 2053)

This monotypic Affotropical weaver has a natural range from
southern Sudan, through Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda to eastern
It has been recorded in the UAE for a decade,
probably
from escaped or released cage birds. One must presume that it is
now established and breeding ferally. It was first recorded at

Zaire.

Abu Dhabi (UA25)

Khalidiya spit in

about 1992 and

at the

in 1993 (Richardson &
and has been reported breeding at those sites

Zabeel Fish Ponds (VA27), Dubai
Aspinall, 1998)

Oman there are records of a single bird at the
A1 Ansab sewage lagoons(YA24) which sang each year (Eriksen
regularly since. In

Sargeant 2000)

from July 1997 to

at least mid March 2003.
was present nearby at Qurm. If
and its longevity was to be repeated by
presence of a few living a long time could

Shortly afterwards in April one
this

was a

single bird

other weavers then the

give an artificial view of their ability to breed ferally;

may

i.e.

birds

not have established a sustaining colony, merely groups of

original escapees are living a long time.

In the Emirates

up

to

(March 2002) which
might be increasing, but there are only up to about ten pairs
reported from Abu Dhabi, a population which seems to remain
This suggests a

total

with previous years.

However, there were a number of positive aspects
situation.

Firstly,

all

to

the

the grazing sheep, camels, goats and

donkeys were removed from the northern two-thirds of the state,
and many of them were slaughtered for food. Together with the
fencing of more of the oil fields and the greater enforcement of
the ban on grazing in the east of the state, the natural vegetation
in more areas was enabled to start regenerating after decades of
severe overgrazing. It is hoped that there will be a lower level of
grazing post-war than pre-war. Traditional low-intensity bedouin
grazing, with families accompanying the herds, together with the
systems of tribal grazing designed to reduce over-grazing,
disappeared completely

at least

40 years ago.

In recent years,

with the increased affluence a greatly increased number of herds,

owned by wealthy

city-dwellers but tended by south Asian

labourers, have severely overgrazed the arid areas of Kuwait,

The possession of a grazing herd is a
Only a few
and not an economic necessity.
percent at most of the herds' food intake can be supplied by the
depleted natural vegetation, the balance being from fairly
increasing desertification.

symbol of

status

expensive imported fodder which has to be transported to the
herd from the markets. Live food animals are imported

in large

numbers and can easily be bought from markets when required.
A few hundred camels are kept for racing at the tracks, but the
other thousands are for sentimental value only, since they are not

used for transport.

50

birds have been seen at the Dubai colony

stable.

in

with perhaps 500

cage bird which has also been introduced to various islands in the
Indian

were
2003 compared

patrols. Accordingly, there

reduced breeding data collected for Kuwait

UAE population of under 50 pairs.

It

The continuation of any grazing
increase in

above the
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in the arid areas is entirely

it. The recent
numbers of grazing animals, to a level many times
carrying capacity of the natural environment, has

unnecessary: no Kuwaitis

livelihoods depend on

necessitated a response by the relevant government bodies. After

long consultation and discussion, the Public Authority for

(PAAAFR)

Agricultural Affairs and Fish Resources

grazing in the east of the

has banned

This has been largely successful,

state.

though negotiations with the owners of the remaining herds in the
prohibited area are still believed to be continuing. The fencing of

Musaad Al-Saleh, Abdul Muhsen Al-Suraye'a, Andrew Bailey,
Yaqoub Boodai, Shirley Carter-Brown, Mark Chichester, George
Gregory, Ronald Loughland, Essa Ramadan, Barbara Settles,

Mahmoud

Shihab, Byron Schwartz and

and of the

Little bittern

various nature reserves. National Park and other areas, has been

flying into the

very effective, and, after a few more years, the vegetation in large

on 9 June.

the oil fields, though largely as a security measure,

areas of the state should have returned to

its

Thomas

Spencer. All

records refer to the year 2003 unless otherwise stated.

Ixobrychus minutus
same area of a reedbed

A
at

single male repeatedly
Sabah Al-Salem (OA35)

natural condition.

The measures adopted by the various government bodies in
Kuwait should be studied and implemented by other states and by

Squacco heron Ardeola ralloides
in reeds at Sabah Al-Salem.

A

pair for

months from

February

international bodies as effective responses to overgrazing.

Falcons Falco sp.
In addition,

during the military operations there was an almost

completely effective ban on bird-shooting in the

This no

state.

doubt was of great benefit to migratory and breeding species from
February onwards. Additionally, law-enforcement officials in the

Ahmadi Govemorate, covering

the south of Kuwait, began to
implement a rigorous ban on bird-shooting. It is hoped that this
will be a permanent measure. Unfortunately, some isolated
(NB35) and other
shooting occurred at Jahra East Outfall
important areas for birds during the spring. However, there are

encouraging signs that effective action against this serious

problem has

started,

and

that the various

government bodies are

A

remarkable belated record of a pair of

unspecified falcons repeatedly visiting a possible nest site

between boulders in a sea wall at Sulaibikhat Bay (NB35) in
2002 close to where two juvenile sooty falcons F. concolor
standing on the beach were photographed later. The possible nest
site does not seem very suitable for kestrel F. tinnunculus.

Water

rail

reedbed

at

Rallus aquatic us Two pairs were resident in a
Sabah Al-Salem and song was heard several times.

Also, probably resident individuals heard and/or seen at Jahra

East Outfall and Sewer Plant Reeds (OA34).

Up

to ten pairs

suspected of breeding annually in Kuwait.

increasingly aware of the problem.

years ago there are a

crake Porzana minutus Resident pairs at Sabah Al-Salem
and Jahra East Outfall, with song heard several times. Individuals
occasionally recorded at Sewer Plant Reeds and at other

Scientists at the

reedbeds.

Little
In the

Burgan Oil Field which was completely fenced about three

number of reed-fringed freshwater pools.
Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research (KISR)
persuaded the Kuwait Oil Company (KOC) to preserve them as
important areas for birds and other organisms. During the spring
of 2003 there were reports of little grebes Tachybaptus ruficollis
on the pools and of unspecified sandgrouse Pterocles sp.
(probably

spotted

senegallus

P.

or

pin-tailed

alchata)

P.

on several occasions; both species are suspected
of breeding. BMAPT plans to survey these pools from September
2003 onwards.
collecting water

Extensive reedbeds and freshwater pools

at

South Doha Nature

Reserve and a large seashore reedbed

at

East

Doha Nature

Reserve (NB35) have been inaccessible for years, due to their
proximity to a military base.

reedbed species

listed

It

is

suspected that

many of

the

in

Up to ten resident pairs suspected of breeding annually

Kuwait, but only confirmed once.

Spotted crake Porzana porzana

Resident pair

at

Sabah Al-

Salem, with song heard several times, once in response to tape.

One responding
April.

A

small

to

human

on 4
of breeding

imitation at Jahra East Outfall

number of resident

pairs suspected

annually in Kuwait.

Quail Coturnix coturnix In "late spring" 2000 seven tiny chicks
picked up from one spot, from which two adults flew, in a grass
field near the Yaqoub Boodai Farm in southern Abdali (NB36),

Yaqoub Boodai for examination, then returned.
confirmed breeding record for Kuwait.

taken to

First

below, including important breeding

species for Arabia, breed there.

BMAPT will try to gain access to

these reserves in future.

Red-wattled plover Hoplopterus indicus Since 2000 up to 15
birds resident on or around the Yaqoub Boodai Farm in southern
Abdali
In June 2003 a flightless chick was examined then
.

BMAPT
opened

s

new Nature Reserve at

in the spring.

It is

now

Sulaibikhat

Bay was

officially

A

drinking

fenced and guarded.

pool, rock piles and offices and other buildings have already been
installed.

A number of scarce

of breeding species

number
have already been recorded. Further work is
land migrants and a small

released, beside large

man-made

earth-sided fishponds.

adults frantically gave distraction displays

species

was also observed on several

further occasions. First

confirmed breeding record for Kuwait.

White-winged black tern Chlidonias leucopterus

in progress.

Two

and calls nearby. The

Up

to nine

adults and second-year birds at Jahra East Outfall in April.

BMAPT visited Kubbar Island (OA35), the site of Kuwait’s main
seabird colony, on 10 June, after

Mark Chichester had

visited

May. About 2200 pairs of white-cheeked terns Sterna
2000 pairs of bridled terns S. anaethetus and 50 pairs
of lesser crested terns S. bengalensis were breeding, but so also
there was a pair of house crows Corvus splendens presumably
recently arrived by ship. This species is a notorious nest-robber,
and its presence on the island was disconcerting.
there in

repressa,

1

,

The following

highlights of breeding data were generated by

However, there was extensive reed-cutting for animal fodder and
an adult and a second-year bird (in asymmetrical tail moult) were
shot.

It

moved to the nearby but
Doha Nature Reserve, where groups of this
been seen years ago and which seems a more suitable
is

suspected that the others

inaccessible South

species

breeding

site.

Little tern

Sterna albifrons

A single adult at Jahra East Outfall

on 1 3 June was close to a number of newly-created low pebbly
sandbanks suitable for breeding.

Abdalla Al-Fadhel, Mish'al Al-Jeriwi, Fahad Al-Mansori, Khalid
Al-Nasrallah, Hussain Al-Qallaf, Shaikha Amthal Al-Sabah,

African collared dove Streptopelia roseogrisea
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One

pair in

.

Sabah Al-Salem, and two
Rumaithiya (OA35).
Singles at Jahra Farms (NB35) and Salwa (OA35) were apparent
African collared x Barbary dove mongrels, but could have been
Eurasian collared x Barbary dove hybrids. Captive origin of the
African collared doves is likely.
suitable breeding habitat resident at

birds, possibly a pair, seen repeatedly at

Great reed warbler A. arundinaceus Singing at Sabah AlSalem from February and at Jahra East Outfall from March.
Suspected of breeding annually at various sites in Kuwait but
confirmed only once.

Basra reed warbler A. griseldis Three singing for months from
at Jahra East Outfall and one singing (down to just one
metre away from observer) at Sabah Al-Salem on 13 June.
Suspected of breeding annually at various sites in Kuwait but

March

Namaqua dove Oena capensis One male

Sabah Al-Salem on
(OA35) on
17 May. A pair at a nest at the Mohammed Al-Ajmi Farm at
Abdali (NB37) was the second confirmed breeding record for
at

10 April and a female at Sulaibikhat Nature Reserve

Kuwait. Considered to be an established breeding resident in
small numbers in Kuwait but probably under-recorded.

never confirmed.

Olivaceous warbler Hippolais pallida
Nine pairs, some
confirmed breeding, at the Mohammed Al-Ajmi Farm at Abdali.
from 31 May. Considered

White-breasted kingfisher Halcyon smyrnensis Three males
giving advertising calls at Jahra Farms from March onwards.
Two old nest burrows, each at a different well, were re-excavated
and at least one adult repeatedly emerged from the nest hole used
in 2002 between stones in another well. However, coverage
became difficult and intermittent and it is uncertain if there were
any young fledged, and no birds were observed after mid-May.
Reduced irrigation at the farms may have reduced the food
supply, also.

Additionally, there

confirmed breeding
stream

at

in a

Sulaibikhat

Bay

a belated record of a pair

is

hole in the sandy bank of a sewage
in

2001

in

to

breed annually

at a

number of sites

Kuwait.

House crow Corvus splcndens A pair found nesting on the
communication tower on Kubbar Island (OA35), Kuwait s main
seabird colony. Control measures have been advised. Has
reportedly bred annually in recent years at Shuwaikh (NB35).

Bank mynah Acridotheres ginginianus Only two

pairs bred in

the usual well site at Jahra Farms, possibly due to reduced
irrigation at the

farms. Others are believed to have

elsewhere, such as to the inaccessible enclosed area

moved
at

Jahra

Ponds.

Dunn

s

lark Eremalauda dunni

habitat in the National Park

One

adult in suitable breeding

on 6 June

(the first visit there for

months). Suspected of breeding regularly

in

small numbers in

Abdali. Considered to

Kuwait.

other

Rufous bush chat Cercotrichas galactotes Twelve pairs, some
confirmed breeding, at the Mohammed Al-Ajmi Farm at Abdali,
and one pair suspected of breeding at Sulaibikhat Nature Reserve
(NB35). Suspected of breeding widely in Kuwait.
Cetti’s

months

warbler Cettia
in

reedbeds

Outfall. This

is

at

cetti

Occasional song from March for

both Sabah Al-Salem and Jahra East

at

the

Mohammed

sites.

Streaked weaver Ploceus manyar A male singing for months
from April at Sabah Al-Salem for the second consecutive year,
but not yet confirmed to breed.

Avadavat Amandava amandava
Beach (OA34) on 25 April.

A

pair over bushes at Pipeline

the second consecutive year that repeated song

has been heard from reedbeds in Kuwait, indicating

at least the

George Gregory, GES, PC) Box 33106, Rumaithiya, 25562,

KUWAIT.

potential for breeding.

Savi’s warbler Locmtella luscinioides
at

A small colony
Al-Ajmi Farm at
breed annually there and occasionally at

Spanish sparrow Passer Itispaniolensis
continued breeding again

One

(Email: ggoldie51@hotmail.com).

singing for months

Jahra East Outfall from 14 March. Suspected of breeding

annually in small numbers during recent years in Kuwait but

never confirmed.

Graceful warbler Prinia gracilis
Confirmed breeding at
Sulaibikhat Nature Reserve and at Sabah Al-Salem. Considered
to breed at many, mostly coastal, sites in Kuwait.

Moustached warbler Acrocephalus melanopogon
confirmed breeding again

One

pair

Sabah Al-Salem, and two or more
pairs, with song often heard, for months at Jahra East Outfall.
Suspected of regular breeding at various sites in Kuwait.
at

Reed warbler A. scirpaceus Two pairs confirmed breeding at
Sabah Al-Salem, and repeatedly heard singing at Jahra East
Outfall.

Considered to breed annually

Clamorous reed warbler
in suitable

at

various sites in Kuwait.

A stentoreus

Seen and heard singing

breeding habitat during the breeding season

Al-Salem and Jahra East Outfall
occasionally during the

confirmed to breed

in

for

many

breeding season, but

Kuwait.

at

Sabah

years, also elsewhere
still

not yet

Cetti’s warblers Cettia cetti
in

Kuwait

Oman

in

in

2002.
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have sung and behaved as

if

they mighl breed

recent years and there has also been an accepted record from

.

Two new breeding sites for the Moustached
Warbler,

Province

Eastern

by

Brian

Meadows

present throughout the winters from 1998/9 to 2002/3.

Also
probably remained into spring since
moustached warblers were either observed or heard singing until

some of

May (once

moustached warblers at five sites (see map page 14) in addition
to the one positive breeding locality at al-Hasa mentioned by
Bundy et al. and Evans (1994). I have been able to visit two of
these sites regularly and observations have provided breeding
evidence and additional information as regards status.
Site

1

(PB3 1

;

27° 04'N. 49° 35’E)

is

a small

permanent pond with

a surface area of around 0.5 ha that lies in a depression within
coastal sand-dunes at the industrial city of Jubail al-Sinaiyah only
1

00 m. from the Arabian Gulf. The pond water

in nutrients, (Nitrate

is

low

relatively

<0.01 mg/1, Kjeldahl Nitrogen: 0.68 mg/1

and Total Phosphorous: 0.02 mg/1); the
Dissolved Solids: 2360 mg/1) with a

salinity is 1.8 ppt (Total

pH of 7.6 and oxygen

at or

near saturation level. Apart from a clump of reedmace Typha

domengensis it is free of emergent vegetation but during late
spring and summer the surface can be partially covered with mats
of filamentous algae. The vegetation around the edge of the pond
is varied and includes sedges, rushes and reeds plus tamarisk
bushes. I have been able to visit the pond, which is close to my
home in Jubail, almost daily at sunrise between 1996 and 2003.
Site 2,

which

is

known

48'N, 49° 34' E),

is

locally as

Khafrah Marsh (PB30; 26°

an extensive reed-swamp of Phragmites

300 ha, with a
permanent water supply that merges into a playa lake fed mainly
by winter rainfall. The wetland is within the al-Jafurah desert, a
northerly extension of the Empty Quarter (Rub al-Khali), that
reaches as far north as 21°. Transects (covering 1600 m) were
carried out through the reed-swamp, as part of a wider study of
large Acrocephalus warblers, at least monthly between 1995 and

australis covering an area of approximately

2003. Unlike Site

1,

reedmace

is

birds

song on 1 9 June). Although unrecorded in late
some could have been resident
as suggested for the Hofuf/al-Hasa population by Bundy et al.
Evidence of probable breeding was obtained in 1998 with
Abdullah al-Suhaibany when two birds examined in the hand
late

summer

According to Bundy et al (1989) the moustached warbler
Acrocephalus melanopogon is considered to be a local resident
breeding species in the Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia. During
1994-2003 I have been living in that province and have found

these

in

or early autumn, at least

were found to have a brood patch and confirmed breeding in
2002 when a fledged juveniles was seen on 5 April. The
estimated annual density compared to two other Acrocephalus
species such as clamorous warbler Acrocephalus stentoreus and
reed warbler Acrocephalus scirpaceus/fuscus, which both had
over 30 singing males along my transects in several years, was
apparently small and probably only around five pairs for the
entire reed-swamp.
However, since they appear to sing much
less frequently than the two latter species they could have been
significantly under-recorded. For example, in 1998 when three
birds were trapped in May, with two having brood patches, none
had been seen or heard singing earlier in the year. Also birds
feed very low down in vegetation and this makes visual contact
within a dense reed-swamp difficult; the highest level that I ever
observed moustached warblers feeding was only at 1.5 metres.
The true status of this enigmatic species at Khafrah Marsh and
indeed for most of the Eastern Province, therefore, still remains
to be ascertained.

All birds seen, so far, in Eastern Province appear to belong to the

race mimica.

References:

•

Bundy, G,

R

J

Connor

&CJO

Harrison, 1989.

Birds of the Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia, Witherby,
London. • Evans, M.I., 1994. Important Bird Areas in the

Middle
Brian

East, BirdLife International,

S.

Meadows, P

O

Cambridge.

Box 10476, Jubail 31961, Saudi Arabia

(Permanent address: 9 Old Hall Lane, Walton-on-the-Naze,
Essex, 0014 8LE, UK), (Email: jrgme@awalnet.net. sa).

entirely absent although stunted

bushes of tamarisk do occur along parts of the reed-swamp edge.

The water

as

compared

to the Jubail al-Sinaiyah

pond

is

more

eutrophic (Nitrate 2 mg/1, Kjeldahl Nitrogen 1.10 mg/1, Total

Phosphorous 0.20 mg/1) and has a higher salinity at 3.5 ppt (Total
pH of 7.3 and oxygen at
around 50% of the saturation value.
Dissolved Solids: 4220 mg/1) with a

At Site 1, save two records of probable migrants in September
(1996 and 2003), all records during the eight years visited the
site indicated that moustached warblers were solely summer
visitors (extreme dates: 20 April to 22 August) with first arrivals
between 20 April and 8 May (mean: 30 April). During the study
period moustached warblers over-summered each year during
1997-2001 inclusive. The maximum number of pairs in any one
year may have been up to four with breeding confirmed on 19
May 1999 when recently fledged juveniles were seen. In
addition, several presumed juveniles were seen in 1997 (from 5
June) and 2001 (from 3 May). In 2002 an adult was singing in
a tamarisk adjacent to the pond on 10 May but this bird was not
seen subsequently. In 2003 none were seen either in late spring
or summer. In contrast to Site 2 because of its small size and the
fact that birds regularly fed in the open (e.g. picking food from
I

1

algal mats) plus the opportunity to visit the site regularly

doubtful

if

it

is

birds were missed.

Little terns

Sterna albifrons have nested at fresh and brackish water

the Arabian Gulf but there

At

Site 2, birds

were regularly observed

in winter; they

were

saundersi
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is still

much

sites in

confusion with Saunders’ tern Sterna

Communal

Behaviour of Socotra
Bahrain
by Howard King
Cormorant,
Phalacrocorax

cormorants

Socotra

are

nigrogulctris

the

conservation flagship species for the thirty or more Bahraini
islands

of the Hawar archipelago (QB28)

that lie close to the

moving

in

and out of roosting

sites, the

main feature of summer

roosting behaviour were the prolonged periods of almost total

Roosts were observed to remain in situ regularly from
middle of the afternoon, when the days fishing

inactivity.

dawn

until the

foray

would

Almost without exception other

start.

activities

when initiated were undertaken collectively by the entire roosting
of

Other than the afternoon fishing

Qatar peninsula. Endemic to the Arabian Gulf and Arabian Sea

flock, irrespective

the status and biology of the Socotra cormorant

requires

forays the most frequently observed activity involved mass fly

of

outs into the adjacent shallow bays close offshore, where the

much

observations of

still

In the following notes details are given

investigation.

communal behaviour outside of

the breeding

Once the cormorants move into the breeding colony in
September the daily routine changes dramatically, the nature
of that behaviour will be the subject of further reports.
season.
late

Despite full species protection in Bahrain, numbers at the largest
documented breeding site, on the island of Suwad al Janubiyah
(Suwad) in Hawar, continues to show evidence of a decline (see
chart page 14).
The concern at this decline is compounded by
the fact that over the past decade

many breeding

sites

development or subjected to prolonged human disturbance. Also
as a ground breeding species this cormorant is known to be
vulnerable to natural disasters, such as that recorded at
late

November 1997 when heavy

Suwad

rain flooded the entire

colony, filling nests with water, drowning incubated eggs and

causing tens of thousands of developing chicks to die from

hypothermia. In the

last

would bathe and subsequently raft. Rafting behaviour
calm and humid
weather but would also occur if a roost was disturbed. Once
formed out at sea a raft, which also has the smallest possible
footprint and is best described as a floating roost, could remain
entire flock

was

particularly evident during periods of hot

intact for

many hours with

the birds simply drifting or floating

along the edge of tidal steams or channel currents.

Bathing

around the

gulf have been lost as sites have been encroached upon by

in

its size.

breeding year (2002/2003), in early

On

several occasions afternoon fishing forays were initiated by

the

whole flock from the

rafted

up location. Otherwise daily

afternoon fishing forays at the roost were announced around

by an almost predictable surge of activity. Often
by birds at the back and acting as if on command, large
groups were observed to fly out and drop into the sea in front of
the mass of birds on the shore to initiate their individual bathing
routine. Almost instantly, as if this were a trigger, the birds on the
15.00 hrs

initiated

swim

April an isolated thunderstorm accompanied by strong winds

shore would

enough to remove the roof a building on the main island
of Hawar) resulted in the sudden termination of the breeding
season on Suwad with the death of thousands of chicks. The
carcasses of dead chicks were found to cover an area of 19,7-50

joining the constantly growing mass of bathing birds.

(strong

m

2

with an average density of 43 per 100

disaster

happened

m

2

This particular

.

thought to have been minor in comparison to what

is

out rather than fly the short distance to bathe,

instinctively concentrate themselves during this

a small well-defined section of the bay.

Caught

in strong currents

close inshore, the bathing birds quickly drift out into deeper
water, with the space

joining birds.

left

closer to the shore instantly occupied by

When the rate of departure from the roost exceeded

the available space close inshore, birds

in 1997.

The birds
manoeuvre into

fly

on

the

wing would over

any on the water and drop down at the leading edge, out

in the

bay, creating a processional line of activity both in the air and on

Roosting

movement of birds some flying, some swimming,
some bathing would continue until the whole roost were
offshore, a mass of wing flapping and splashing water that
eventually would form up into a long loose raft, drifting slowly
seaward on the current, the prelude to the most spectacular mass
the sea. This

Outside of the breeding season (the breeding season
April) the birds that constitute the

is

October to

Suwad breeding colony

disperse around the Gulf of Salwa, establishing large roosts at

On

exposed western shores of offshore
that lie between Bahrain and
Saudi Arabia, a days flight to the north west of Hawar, over fifty
thousand birds congregate daily to form one of the largest roosts
known. The largest congregations occur at these locations
throughout July and August. Roosts are well defined and occupy
the smallest possible ground footprint, generally with a forward
edge on the shore. The birds press tightly together (shoulder-toshoulder) even though there is plenty of space available. Just why
the birds form such dense roosts is not yet understood; roosts sites
monitored all provide exposure to seasonal winds and cooling
isolated locations.

islands (e.g.

the

Umm Nassan,

QA29)

breezes but the birds are so tightly packed that the benefits of any
breeze would seem to be negated for the majority.
One

explanation could be that such dense congregations provide the

maximum
ground

shade area for the most

or

feet,

surface temperatures are

important

known

to

when summer
exceed 60 °C.

Estimates of the numbers of individual birds that constitute a
particular roost

were

difficult to ascertain but

taken during August 2003

video evidence

indicates that at the largest roost

Umm Nassan, exceeded 30,000 birds.
of the highly sociable nature of the
many aspects of the daily and seasonal life

monitored, on the island of

A

fact that is reflective

species, evident in

activity

of all, takeoff for the days fishing

foray.

Socotra cormorants bathe at the earliest opportunity each time
they leave the land, a routine that never varies.

By

snorkelling

amongst the bathing birds it was possible to view both individual
and the massed bathing routines at close quarters viewing
underwater, surface and aerial activity. The bathing routine for
individual birds varies only slightly and in general is started
almost immediately a bird settles on the water. Initiated as if
looking for fish by the ducking of the head on an extended neck
under the water, the head and neck are jerked downwards in
stabbing motion and the feet used to scratch at the feathers of the
breast or the neck to assist with the removal of dirt or parasites.
Whilst in the head down position the tail is raised and the feet
used to vigorously flick water up into the ventral area,
occasionally the feet were also used to propel or torpedo the bird
along the surface at considerable speed to force water up over the
back. Birds were only very occasionally seen to actually swim
underwater as a prelude to the bathing routine. After attending to
would rise and with a quick flap of its wings,

the head, the bird

reassume a

sitting

position

on

the water, then with wings

extended in a cupped or half cock position to the side, beat them
repeatedly against the surface of the water, holding the wings at

cycle.

Other than a small numbers of birds observed throughout the day

an angle that would ensure that wing tips are driven vertically
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Top: Socotra cormorants Phalacrocorax nigrogularis bathing,
nest spacing of incubating birds.

Photographs

like these

Suwad

were used

al

Janubiyah

,

06.30 hrs,

11

November

to calculate the overall colony size.

2003.

Middle: Aerial view of main colony showing

Bottom: Roosting flock at Suwad

September 2003). Birds claim their breedng spots prior to actual nest building. This picture, which was taken two days
shows only a few birds have actually started to construct their nests- they are the sitting birds. (Photos: Howard King)
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al

Janubiyah (25

into occupation of the breeding area,

The wings are then drawn into the body and
more water up and over the back with
semi folded wings used to work the water into the back feathers.
The processes of wing beating and water scooping over the back
or occasionally the entire routine was repeated several times. The
bird would then rise up as with wings outstretched and flap them

down

into the water.

used to

move

or scoop

vigorously, holding itself erect with just the

tail

and

feet in the

water before finally holding the wings out to dry from a slightly

on the water. Preening of individual

raised sitting position

feathers continues after bathing from the

some considerable

swimming

position for

undertaken en mass, bathing

spectacular and dramatic, birds are constantly

routines are

down

dropping

When

time.

into or taking off while others bathe creating a

mass of apparently confused movements. Such bathing
could easily be confused with fishing activity

activity

when undertaken

by an entire roost of tens of thousands of birds as they
in a continuous leap frog motion.

over

roll

given the surface commotion during such frenzies, for birds

plunge diving straight into the sea.

The longest feeding frenzy observed (recorded on video) lasted
over thirty minutes and involved around 5000 birds however
most events were of much shorter duration. Fishing frenzies
were occasionally observed to occur along the fringes of the
moving mass but seldom behind the leading edge of birds. Once
the leading birds were otherwise engaged in feeding, the moving
sheet of birds coming up from behind would over fly the area,
generally instinctively knowing whether it was worth stopping to
fish or continue as a new front.
Such a leap frog motion
characterises most fishing forays and provides in due course, a
consequence of the long flight path, an opportunity for most birds
to be at the front.
Occasionally more than one feeding area
would develop resulting in the flock being longitudinally
stretched out along the flight path, but such

each other

feeding forays that

Food finding movements

in

was

the

manner of

time the entire flock would eventually

reform into a single sheet of birds again and again, to

move

across the more open and deeper areas of sea grass.

The mass departure of Socotra cormorants from a raft or a roost
is totally unlike the choreographed ballet of the more commonly
These are the continuous chains or
long strings and “V” shaped formations that are often observed
along distant horizons or from shorelines. These strings,
observed

Return

flights to roost

flight formations.

Eventually
breaks

appetites are satisfied and the

down and

mass fishing

effort

skeins of birds break off from fishing to return

spectacular in their

own right (as such a passage can be
many hours), generally represent the processional

to their point

continuous for

cormorants create the long processional low flying lines of the

return of tens of thousands of birds to roosting or breeding sites

familiar continuous strings or “V” shaped flight formations, with

after fishing, or a localised

movement from one

Mass

in

departures,

fishing

simultaneous takeoff and

area to another.

involves the almost

contrast,

flight in a single direction

of an entire

completed in minutes
of congregations. The flock

flock; passage past an observer will be

rather than hours

even

retains an identity;

birds flying at

wave

it

for the largest

takes the form of a dense black sheet of

height barely a metre or so above the water.

Flying within an almost definable rectangular area, no single bird

moves en masse on a broad

leads, the flock

;

front several

metres across, whist the remainder follow as a unit

hundred
in

close

pursuit behind.

Fishing

along the

front

line

of the moving flock,

encountered forward movement would come
the birds alighted onto

dive for

the sea

all

to

when

fish

are

an abrupt halt as

Mass

fishing

throughout the

in their

beaks and instantly

the fishing area before attempting to

swallow their catch. Those that attempted this in the fishing area
risked being robbed of their catch by others. It is not known if
these cormorants can swallow fish on the move either above or
below the water. In a very short time a fishing frenzy takes shape

mass above

to the point

kilometres on the outward leg daily.

exception. Since fishing flocks
returning to roost areas

when

occasions

flocks begin

it

Such long distance
norm rather than the

move at a slower speed

was possible

to follow

than birds

them on the

outward leg using a boat with a top speed of 28 knots. However
it was not possible to keep up with the returning skeins of birds.
The outward leg was seldom a straight line and on numerous
occasions contained right angle turns, even back tracks. For the
cormorants always took the shortest possible route home,

but on such flights transits overland are avoided. or kept to an

absolute

minimum, thus

flights often

were via key turning points

around islands or land obstructions.

On

or about 14

August 2003 the

northerly islands of the

with birds dropping

on several

followed

fishing forays were observed to be the

seen to return to the surface with fish

away from

flight that the

Flocks would often cover distances in excess of 40 or

waters).

of Bahrain

off to settle

on the return

(Provided the fishing areas remained inside Bahrain

to return.

50

were

forays

summer of 2003,

below to fish. If the shoal of fish encountered is sizeable a fishing
frenzy would develop as those coming up from behind would also
alight en masse on the sea in the same place. Birds were often
fly

is

together to opportunistically

Birds always settle onto the sea before diving

fish.

It

seemingly choreographed movements and 'Mexican waves'.

return,

Flying along their selected route with thousands of eyes searching

of departure.

down from what soon becomes

a circling

numbers of birds, some barely
down, cover the surface of the sea as others
that have completed a dive continuously rise from the fishing area
to fly off, either to circle again or find a haven to swallow their
catch. Many appear to be just sitting on the sea as if taking a rest
as the back markers catch up and overtake the leading edge.
the hot spot, large

start to

large roosts

on western islands

dissolve with the flocks making a leisurely

roost on Rubud al
flight southwards to reform as a large
Gharbiyah or Rubud Ash Sharqiyah (the Rubuds) the most

Hawar archipelago. I'his large seasonal
movement follows the western coast of Bahrain south around Ras
Al Bar, the southern
crossing the 22

km

Rubuds remained

tip

of the main island of Bahrain, before

of open sea to Hawar. The roost on the

in place until

around 23 September 2003 when

the birds occupied the breeding grounds
at the

on Suwad. The

first

eggs

breeding colony can be expected seven to ten days from

that time.

visible with heads

From a distance, only the
are visible in

birds dropping

what appears

down or those taking off

to be a continuous motion,

which

Pre-breeding fishing Forays
Fishing forays from the Rubuds are massive affairs involving

numbers thought to be in excess of 50,000 birds. Only small rafts
amongst the islands were encountered during this time, the birds
remain largely inactive during the day until around 3.30 hrs

could be mistaken,
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1

when,

Umm Nassan, the

fashion to that observed at

in a similar

would leave together to first bathe then move as a
compact flock out to sea to fish. The birds from this pre-breeding
location seem to have a circular route for their daily fishing
activities, which results in regular fishing forays inside the
territorial waters of Qatar.
The chosen fishing direction for the
day however is announced within the roost by an initial wholesale
entire roost

movement of birds
The

large sand

roost site lacks a

bank

extends nearly 2

bank ensures

little

Bibliography of

to use.

many hundreds of references

to

Arabian

birds (can be used as a search tool for species, subjects

and

places)

Index to previous Phoenix issues,

Phoenix subscriptions and items for
from recent

Digital images

sale.

ABBA surveys.

good adjacent bathing area as a

less than half a

km

A

and the forms

western comer of the

of departure coincident with access to deeper

islands, points

water.

to either the eastern or

distribution,

metre

in

depth

at

high tide,

offshore directly to the north, however the

or no

human

(fishermen) disturbance

at this

time.

Despite the preference of the gathered flock to fish communally
small fishing parties of generally less than

fifty

birds were

regularly encountered particularly late afternoon along the flyway

home

to roost.

Unlike that employed by the massed flock during

fishing forays the behaviour

and technique of these small fishing

groups was found to be quite different. These parties congregate

packed on the water, one or
would be seen looking under the water (just their
backs visible) so that once fish were spotted, with a raise of a
head and an arch of the back one would disappear from view in

as in a miniature raft sitting tightly

more

birds

a dive. Alert to the slightest

movement of any

in the party

almost

simultaneously the balance of the fishing party would dive,

were a rehearsed synchronous motion.
manner retaining
its tight formation. Such fishing parties however would not allow
a close approach by snorkelling thus the actual fishing technique
employed underwater or the nature of the schooling fish remains
unknown.
disappearing as

if this

Surprisingly the party would surface in a similar

Fish species in the diet
Divers record that Socotra cormorants can dive straight
depths in excess of 18 metres, they are also

drowned

in fishing traps at

varying depths.

down to

regularly seen

Observations of fish

observed taken indicate that the following species are included,

(some only when fmgerlings)

in the diet.

Atherinomorus lacunosus Silverside
Atule mate Yellowtail scad

Selar crumenophthalmus Bigeye scad
kestrel Falco tinnunculus

Sardinella albella White sardine

The

Sardinella gibbossa Goldstripe sardine

breeding raptor

Hemiramphus

King,

is

probably the most widespread

Arabia

far Spotted halfbeak

Credits

Siganus javus Streaked rabbit-fish

Howard

in

Po Box 15344, Manama, Bahrain,

Tel 9642729,

Cetti’s

(Email: howardk@bate/co. com. bh).

is by David Showier except for the Hume’s owl and
Warbler which are by Jan Wilczur., the map page 14 is

All artwork

M

map page 6 is by
C Jennings, the chart
page 14 by Howard King. Carol Qirreh gave much help with
preparation. Printed by Printroom and Lake Shore Graphics, 12
by Brian Meadows,

ABBA Website

Northern Court, Vernon Road, Nottingham,

The ABBA Website ( http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/arabian.birds/
was updated in Spring 2003 and is now a lot more helpful and

NG6 OBJ, UK.

')

Address

easy to use than the prototype.

Reports of breeding birds in Arabia and

The contents page has

An

links to:

introduction to the

all

correspondence

concerning the Atlas ofthe Breeding Birds ofArabia project and
and the project newsletter, Phoenix, should be sent to: Michael C

ABBA project

Jennings,

ABBA

Co-ordinator, Warners

Farm House, Warners

Drove, Somersham, Cambridgeshire, PE28 3 WD, UK. Telephone
Instructions to those wishing to contribute records, including,
a

list

of Arabian breeding birds and short notes on status and

and Fax, 01487 841733 (International 00 44 1487 84173.3).
Email arabian. birds@dial.pipex. com.
:
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